1,800 rock
to Matthew
Sweet at the
Convo
Tuesday
night.

Three JMU
athletes set
their sights
on witnessing
the Olympic
torch.
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Legitimate fraternity?
National office, local group at odds over status of Tau Kappa Epsilon at JMU
by Jason Corner
senior writer
The green house at 635 S. Main St., known
to JMU as the Tau Kappa Epsilon house, is not
a member of the international fraternity,
according to Bill Metzger, executive vice
president of the fraternity's national
organization.
The organization's status first came to
Metzger's attention when Kristin Radcliffe,
assistant director of the Madison Leadership
Center for Greek Life, contacted him. Radcliffe
had seen advertisements around campus, not
approved for posting by the university, for
events at the TKE house.
"I think that they're having signs for events
that are not appropriate," Radcliffe said.
"My biggest concern is that it's unfair for,
men who are joining that group who think that
they're joining [the national TKE
organization]," she said.
Radcliffe faxed the posters to Metzger at the
TKE International office in Indianapolis, Ind.
Metzger said, "I had a conversation with
Kris Radcliffe. I said, 'I don't see why there's a
problem because we don't have a chapter at
James Madison.'"

Jeff Scaggs, president of the group referring
to themselves as JMU TKE, said he was upset
that he was not given enough time to respond to
the situation before the printing of this article,
and he had never known for sure his group's
status was in question.
"I heard this from [The Breeze] today. That
was the first I'd heard," Scaggs said.
According to Metzger, the group is violating
copyright law by displaying the TKE letters on
their house and on advertisements. He said if
they did not stop, the international organization
would take legal action.
Metzger said the signs advertised a party at
the house known as the JMU TKE house, and
he was concerned that the advertisements gave
an inaccurate view of the TKE organization as a
whole. "This is an organization with a
purpose," he said. "We just don't exist to be a
party house or some kind of beer joint."
Scaggs refused to comment on any issues
relating to copyright, legal status or state of the
group's charter.
According to the Feb. 24, 1994, issue of The
Breeze, the JMU chapter lost its charter after
having been off campus and unrecognized by

<J

see FRATERNITY page 2
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The international organization of Tau Kappa Epsilon questions the legality of a local
group's use of Its Greek letters on this house at 635 S. Main St.

Virginia Tech has Sensitive Crime Unit
by David Hurt
staff writer
The creation of a Sensitive Crime
Unit at Virginia Tech to deal with
sexual assaults and hate crimes has
met with some negative response in
several newspapers.
Virginia Tech's Sensitive Crime
Unit has a specially trained officer on
duty round the clock to deal with a
sensitive situation if the need arises.
The Sept. 13 Roanoke Times
reported on a front-page critical
article in the Washington Times and a
negative editorial in the Richmond
Times-Dispatch about the new unit
Virginfa Tech Police Chief
Michael Jones defended the Sensitive
Crime Unit.

"They are just normal, everyday
officers, but they have training to
deal with crises of a sensitive issue,"
he said.
According to the Roanoke Times
article, the controversy was sparked
by Henry Bauer, a chemistry and
science studies professor at Virginia
Tech, who said sexual assaults and
hate comes are not a problem at the
university.
Bauer said in the article that
creating a special unit "creates a
crisis atmosphere. These things are
made to appear more common and
more significant than they are."
Jones said the department has six
officers specially trained and the
system has been in operation for a
little over a year.

The six officers in the Sensitive
Crime Unit are not on duty full time,
but at least one officer is on duty 24
hours a day, he said.
"When the need arises, they are
called," Jones said. The officers do
routine work and are not confined to
sexual assault issues or hate crimes.
The officers were trained at
various places.
"Some have received training at a
crime prevention unit in Louisville,
from outside sources coming in. An
affirmative action group has been
brought in," Jones said. "The training
has been long and extensive."
While Virginia Tech has a specific
unit to deal with sexual assaults and
hate crimes, JMU has no such unit.
But, according to Alan MacNutt,

director of public safety, officers
have been trained to deal with
sensitive cases.
"We don't have a designated
sensitive crime unit, but we do work
closely with the commonwealth's
attorney's office, the sexual assault
education coordinator and other
groups," he said.
The current system functions well,
MacNutt said."So far, I think it's
worked very well. {Other
organizations'] efforts compliment
our efforts, and our efforts
compliment their efforts," he said.
Hillary Wing-Lott, JMU's sexual
assault education coordinator, is
pleased with the current resources
available to students and the
community.

"I am so excited about what's
happening on the campus," she said.
"Yes, there are still assaults taking
place, but my administration is
supporting whatever I want to do
with programming."
MacNutt said some of the same
people that trained Virginia Tech's
officers trained JMU officers.
Wing-Lott has also worked with
campus police to increase their
awareness.
"I developed a victim sensitivity
program actually before I came here,
and I was providing it for the law
enforcement training academy in
Waynesboro," Wing-Lott said.
JMU police approached Wingsee UNIT page 2

Students unhappy about six-legged roommates
by Jeremy Ray
contributing writer
Some students are tired of getting bugged.
They are becoming especially frustrated with
the large numbers of ants in their residence hall
rooms.
"They seem to be coming out of the walls,"
said senior geology major Stacey Gibson, who
lives in Cleveland Hall.
Residents in Cleveland and Spotswood halls
are having an especially difficult time with ants
and maches this year, according to residents.
^Gibson said she mentioned the problem to
heV-resident adviser, but nothing was done to
remedy the problem.
Even the RAs of the two halls are frustrated
with all the bugs.
Wendy Maybury, an RA in Cleveland Hall,

said, "We filled out work orders, and they came notifies housekeeping. Housekeepers are
and sprayed for ants, but they haven't sprayed supposed to put down bug spray or powder
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ when a complaint is filed.
this floor."
__^^^^^_
^™""""""""^
Shirley Rickleman, a
She added, "Ants
a
everywhere," and they seem
They Seem tO
secretary in the housekeeping
'
department, said, "The ant
to crawl up the ivy on the
exterior of the building to get Vtp rnvnin
O
rtlit
nf
problem has been worse this
At
moms
6 uul UJ year than other years."
into the rooms.
>>
If the problem continues, the
Office of Residence Life
housekeepers contact Dodson
Director Jim McConnel said
Exterminating
ORL has received calls
Stacey Gibson Brothers
Company, a pest-control
regarding the problem.
Cleveland Hall resident
business with an office in
"We've had some calls," he
Harrisonburg.
said, "and housekeeping looks
The exterminating company, which is
into it."
Auxiliary Services Manager David Sanders contracted to handle bug and roach problems on
advises students with bugs in their rooms to the JMU campus, was on campus 30 times last
contact their RAs. The RA sends the complaint week alone, he said.
Each visit was a separate response to a
to ORL, who sends it to auxiliary services, who

the walls.

complaint about bugs in residence halls.
The university was charged by the
extermination company for each visit,
according to Sanders.
"Students need to realize the process," in
which bugs problems are taken care of, then
follow up to make sure it is taken care of,
Sanders said.
Sanders said JMU is using the most costefficient means to battle the bug problem.
One possible solution to the bug problem
would be preventive extermination in each
residence hall, but Sanders said that would cost
too much.
There are 35 residence halls on campus,
creating too much expense to justify preventive
extermination in all the buildings, Sanders said.
see ROOMMATES p^ge 2
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"To the press alone, chequered
as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs
which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error
and oppression."
— James Madison
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continued from page 1

the university and by the Interfraternity Council
since 1982.
According to the April 6, 1992, issue of The
Breeze, the university revoked the chapter's status
after "some of the fraternity's members showed
their backsides to the audience at Greek Sing,
insulted stage workers, and damaged a piano and
the stage" 13 years ago.
"They are a rogue, renegade group," Metzger
said. "They know they're doing something wrong
[by displaying the Greek letters on their house.]"
According to the Feb. 24, 1994, Breeze, the
chapter's charter was revoked "due to the inability
to meet their financial responsibility," after they
failed to pay $3,000 in fees for initiation, liability
insurance and annual dues.
In that article, then-JMU TKE President John
Howland said the campus chapter retained a
charter but was under non-operating status until the

Roommates

continued from page 1

group pafd the $3,000.
According to Metzger, he talked to Scaggs
Wednesday about the situation. "He was shocked.
Apparently a fraud has been perpetrated on him,"
Metzger said. "He had been "led to believe that he
had joined a fraternity."
Metzger said it is possible for the JMU group to
regain its charter with the international
organization.
"There are a variety of requirements," Metzger
said. "The decision to recognize [the JMU group)
is dependent on what caused them to lose their
charter, what the school's attitude on it is, and what
the profile of the chapter's members are. If all
those answers are favorable, there's a good chance
that they could get their charter back."
Metzger said he received a letter from the JMU
group requesting a return of their charter, but he
could not answer it because the letter had no return
address.

Unit

Karen Brewer
Angle Krum
LIM

Fraternity.

continued from page 1
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FYI. . .
The Breeze is published Monday
and Thursday mornings and
distributed throughout James
Madison University and the local
Harrisonburg community.
Comments and complaints should
be addressed to Alison Boyce,
editor.
Mailing address:
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Anthony-Seeger Hall
James Madison University
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22807
(540) 568-6127

Loll, requesting sensitivity training while she was
still director of Citizens Against Sexual Assault,
she said.
,
According to Lorrin Wolf, a member of Campus
Assault Response Helpline, police officers
sensitive to the issue are necessary.
"The first police officer who talks to the victim
makes or breaks the case," she said.
The more sensitive an officer is to a situation,
the more likely the victim will be to report the
crime, and in turn "the community will be more
familiar with the problem and will help prevent
more from occurring," she said.
CARE is another option for victims of sexual
assault, according to Wolf. CARE is a helpline for
victims of sexual assault to call. The helpline runs
from noon Friday until noon Monday and
eventually will run full time.
"We're called court advocates. We're not,
counselors; we help victims through an emergency
situation by offering them options and listening to
tjiem," she said.
MacNutt called JMU police "generalists,"
meaning they do not specialize, because of the
difference in officer to student ratio between JMU
and Virginia Tech.
"We're not as extensive as the VPI unit," he
said. JMU has an officer for about every 620
students, whereas Tech has about one officer for
every 400 students.

"I think our people have a broad understanding
of how the community ticks," MacNutt said.
In addition to her efforts with the police, WingLott also works very closely with the
Commonwealth's Attorney's office.
"This summer I developed a program for our
students found guilty [of sexual assault crimes],"
she said. "This new program is implemented so
that a court could mandate that a JMU student
found guilty of sexual assault could be educated
regarding his or her behavior."
In cases involving sexual assault, Rockingham
Memorial Hospital has nurses specially trained to
collect evidence and testify in court, Wing-Lott
said. The nurses are called Sexual Assault Nurse
Examiners.
{_RMH has two SANE nurses, she said. The
nurses are certified to do "the evidence collection
that is done on a victim" and turn the evidence over
to law enforcement officials, she said.
Wing-Lott cited numerous other programs
involving athletic teams, both men and women,
sororities and fraternities to increase awareness
about sexual assault. "A lot of things can happen to
improve, but we are on the right track.
"We're still underreporting victims," she said.
"We have to work harder in this office to do
programming about what we can do for them,
about how we can offer options."
"We have to constantly be saying 'what can We
do to get better?'" Wing-Lott said.

During preventive extermination, exterminators
take a building by storm, treating the entire
evacuated building for bugs.
Dodson District Manager Scott Hanger said, "it
takes more material for preftntivc service."
More material mealsThigVr costs. According to
Sanders, it would cost about $7,000 to do
preventive extermination on all of the residence
halls each year, more than double what the school
has paid for exterminations in recent years.
According to Assistant Director of ORL Joan
Ruckman, $3,300 was spent on exterminations
during the '94-'95 fiscal year.
Sanders said by having Dodson respond to
individual calls whin extermination services are
needed, the school is able to save "a big chunk of
change."
Sanders added that preventive services would
not make an enormous impact on the bug problem.
Before 1991. Sanders said JMU used the
preventive extermination service, but complaints
about bugs still came in, and Dodson still needed to
take care of complaints.
"Preventive service is expensive," Sanders said.
"They still had all the individual calls."
But to many students, it doesn't matter how the
school gets rid of the bugs, they just wish the
insects weren't so bothersome.
Senior sociology major Monica Roberts, a
Cleveland Hall resident, has seen too many ants to
suit her.
Roberts ordered a pizza, and after eating it, she
put the box on her bed. "There were swarms [of
ants], so I threw the box across the room," Roberts
said.
Freshman Heather Sorrell, a Cleveland Hall
resident, said she also has ants in her room. The
ants "are running around on my dresser," she said.
Sorrell said she's grown accustomed to her little
roommates. "I'm used to them."
McConnel said there are several ways students
can keep ants from becoming a daily nuisance.
"Be aware of food and drinks," McConnel said.
Students should also make sure to properly dispose
of all trash in their rooms, he said.
He said the move-in period is a common time
for buildings to become infested with bugs.
When people move in, they leave doors open,
and bring boxes from outside, sometimes bringing
insects with them, McConnel said.
McConnel also said, "Be careful of leaving
doors open," during the day, when bugs may enter
buildings.
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CORRECTION
The Archers of Loaf review that
appeared on page 21 of the Sept.
18 issue of The Breeze should have

ADAM JOHNSOWcontributing photographer

read the band will play Phillips

Just relaxing

Hall Ballroom on Sept. 29. The
Breeze regrets the error.

Freshman Heather Hall (I), undeclared, and sophomore history major Chris Cotz (r) take a few moments to eniov the shade of the
trees and a little conversation outside Jackson Hall Wednesday afternoon.
moments to enjoy the shade of tne
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SGA begins year;
officers take oath
by Stacey Danzuso
SGA reporter
The Student Government
Association kicked off a new year
with an opening address from JMU
President Ronald Carrier Tuesday in
the Warren Hall Highlands Room.
Carrier swore in the new senators
with the recitation of the oath of
office.
With the formalities out of the
way. Carrier went on to discuss the
importance of the SGA as well as the
advancements JMU has made as a
whole over the past few years.
'This organization has been an
effective governing body of JMU for
many years," Carrier said of SGA.
"This institution has been impacted
by the work and
contribution of the
student
m
government."
Carrier closed
his speech, by
telling
the
senators, "You
have the chance to
help frame the
programs of the
coming years."
Also at the
meeting:
• The
senate
elected Commuter
Sen. Bernie Pritchard to serve as
SGA chairperson pro tempore for
1995-'%.
Duties of the chairperson pro
tempore include running senate
meetings, attending executive council
meetings and appointing the Campus
Elections Committee, contingent
upon Internal Affairs and senate
approval.
Pritchard said he expects his
organizational skills and experience
in governing bodies to help him in
the position.
• The senate approved senior Jami
Jones as SGA Parliamentarian and
junior David Baker as Director of
Class Government.

*

DMT

• Pritchard presented a bill to
allocate $949.03 from the reserve
account to pay an unpaid bill from
the Class of '95 Pig Roast.
According to Baker, because
University Class Organization
merged with SGA last spring, SGA is
responsible for any debts UCO
incurred.
The bill was given emergency
status because it must be paid before
Sept. 29. The senate passed the bill in
a voice vote.
• Pritchard announced the SGA
book sale made $8,500 for students.
The book sale is a non-profit event
the SGA organizes each semester as
a service to students. Students reap
all profits from books sold at the fair.
• Pritchard presented a bill
allocating $100 for
an SGA pizza
party.
According to
SGA
Vice
President Kelly
Sheeran,
the
Communication
and
Public
Relations
Committee
is
budgeted a certain
amount of money
each year to hold
an SGA social
event so senators
can socialize on a personal level.
The bill was sent to the
Communications and Public
Relations committee to be discussed,
and may be brought up at a future
senate meeting.
• In her report, SGA President
Danielle Bridgeforth said, "We have
an important role, and I hope we can
change the view of SGA on campus.
We have to be dedicated and
remember we have a responsibility to
the people who put us here."
• SGA Treasurer Cory Anderson
announced SGA has $21,000 in the
contingency fund to dispense to
campus organizations throughout the
year as necessary.
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by David Hurt
police reporter

Study hall

ADAM JOHNSOtUcontributingphotographer

Sarah Dale, a freshman Integrated science and technology major, studies on a bench near the
rock on the Quad Wednesday afternoon.
/-^

Fair assists career search
by Mike Anton
contributing writer
For many students, the idea of going job hunting is a
frightening thought.
Some students are unsure of what field they want to
enter. Others know what career field they want to go into
but are uncertain which company they want to work for.
Fortunately, help is available for these students.
The Office of Career Services is sponsoring its fifthannual Career Day today 1-5 p.m. in the Convocation
Center. The event is a chance for students to meet a
variety of companies and explore their options.
Ninety-three organizations are expected to attend the
/fair, an increase from 60 organizations last year.
OCS employee Justine Beck Rose said the reason for
the increase in attendance is the desirability of JMU
students.
"The employers come here because it is a costeffective way to find entry-level employees," Rose said.
According to the OCS, students should attend the
career fair for several reasons.
Sue Burket, an OCS recruiting officer said, "It is a
great way to make contacts, find out what is available and
to broaden your options.
"There are a lot of alumni that come back and give
advice about the job market to students," she said.
Students should not worry if they don't have their
resuml prepared, she said. The most important step is for
them to attend.
At the career fair, each student will receive a brochure
with a list of all the organizations in attendance. This list

contains some background information on each
organization, what majors they require and the positions
they are looking to fill. There will also be a map that
shows where each organization is located in the fair.
A misconception held by some students is that the
career fair is business-oriented and caters only to business
majors.
"There is a myth that there is nothing there unless
you're a business major," Rose said. Over 50 percent of
the companies are looking for people in all majors."
The organizations range from accounting firms, retail
stores and computer information systems, to the Peace
Corps and government agencies.
Another misconception is that the fair is only for
juniors and seniors, according to Rose. OCS wants
students to know the fair is open to all students, not just
upperclassmen. Freshmen and sophomores are also
welcome to attend.
"I encourage underclassmen to go and see what kind
of jobs are out there," she said. "It could be an effective
way of finding an internship or summer position."
Underclassmen don't have to go and meet every
employer and try to get a job, Rose said. They can listen
to the questions older students ask employers.
There is no reason for students to feel intimidated, and
they can dress casually if they want to, she said.
Senior computer science major Ron Madagan said,
"It's a good opportunity to meet potential employers and
find out what kind of skills they are looking for."
Senior English major Tanya Vernazza said she is
going to the fair "to establish contacts with possible
employers."

Campus police report the following:

Assault and Battery
• An assault and battery reportedly occurred off-campus at 12:47 p.m.. Sept. 17.
The incident was referred to the Harrisonburg Police Department for further
investigation.

Grand Larceny
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole 40 compact discs from a room in Eagle Hall
at 6:17 p.m. Sept. 16.

Petty Larceny
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a fish-food dispenser from the south side of
the bridge in the Arboretum at 7:50 a.m. Sept. 15.
The dispenser reportedly was three-fourths full of fish food and contained about
$35 in coins.
The dispenser is valued at about $100.

Fire Alarm
• The Harrisonburg Fire Department responded to a fire alarm in Eagle Hall at 2:53
am. Sept. 17.
The fire alarm was activated by popcorn left in a microwave.
Number of drunk in public charges since Aug. 29:12
Number of parking tickets issued between Sept. 13 and Sept. 18:886

by Suzanne Contpton
staff-wn
Cornel West, author of Race Matters
the Valley today to discuss his outlook on race from a
national per
Wesi
\ the spring at Bridgewater College.
West's speech, in Wilson Hall auditorium at 8 p.m..
begins a two-day conference at JMU on "Positive Youth
Development." The conference consists of West's
lecture and a workshop titled 'Tast, Present, Future,"
which involves both the JMU and Harrisonburg
•.dmission to the two conference events is
West, a professor of Afro-American Studies and
philosophy of religion at Harvard University, has
written several book
According1 to a JMU nrcss rel
We
; bom

the second-class status of African-Americans in this
country."

According to David Lowenstein, executive directc
of The Promised Land Coalition, West will cover
several topics, such as providing a national perspective
on how people can better their communities. The
Promised Land Coalition is a local organization of JMU
students and Harrisonburg residents.
- Talia Daniels, assistant director of JMU Multicultural
Student Services, said she is well pleased with the
programs.
"When someone as well renowned as I West] comes
to campus, it's just very positive." she said, adding that
she is happy JMU is keeping up with current trends and
issues that are interesting to students and faculty.
Stacy Edwards, project coordinator for Multicultural
Student Services, said a group of "creative and
vative students" got together this summer and
hey wanted to hold a conference to motivate
see AUTHOR page 9
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Apply now for Spring 1 99D in Salamantfli
The IMU Semester in Salamanca, now in its ninth year,
continues to offer a unique study abroad °pportun.ty.
Experience the cultural richness of Spain by l.ving wrth a host
family, attending classes at the Umversity of Salamanca
exploring the performing arts, and traveling on directed
excursions to Granada, Toledo, Santander, Madrid, Avila, and

is NOT sex

other cities.
Enhance your knowledge with these offerings:

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 25
PC BALLROOM
7:30 PM

• MaAteKfieceA of Sfani&h Oxl

• OduancedtyammmandQanveHAauM^A

PRESENTED BY CAMCAMPUS ASSAULT RESPONSE
HELPLINE) AMP KAPPA ALPHA MEMBERS.

•
•
•
•
•

Compamtive Mitics
Spani&h Btemtwte
SUaiedA in Spani&l
Spanish PAondkA
CompwtatkLe Economic SuMentA
Ewiopmn icononuc Community.
i
\^jl
tout-Wo* JAeatxe - offered exclusively in Spring 1996

)

by Dr. James Conis, JMU Professor Spanish
(

'

Brought to you by: University Health Center
Sexual Health Awareness Month

Don't miss this opportunity!
Call x6419 or visit the Office of International Education,
Paul Street House for a brochure and application.
. ■ *. ■ *. ■ *. i *. i 'j1.'.''. '.*■ *J ■'.•'.•',• *,
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ATTENTION!
ANYONE WITH MUSICAL OR
COMICAL TALENT,..

[MSTiRCARD ACTS
Audition aign~up$ kme begun!
Please come % the UPB office,
Tmfior2^iosip.up!

Gomel West

*

Author- Philosopher - Professor of
Religion andAfro-American Studies
at Harvard University

Stm&tyj September 24
"O

r^

MASTERCARD

A

C

T

PART OF THE ARTS AND
SCIENCES SYMPOSIUM AT
WILSON HALL

Topic; Race Matters
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Center for Multicultural Student THE DAVE LEIBMAN GROUP
Services & the UPB present
WILL BE PERFORMING AS

S~

AttirtCAM CeiUCUTE TAUHt Slikltl

.uditions will be held October 9 fo
the October 19 performance
Cash prizes and opportunities for
national recognition!
W INNER WILL PERFORM AT THE
HOMECOMING FIELD FESTIVAL ON
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21!

tt

8:00 p.m.

TONIGHT!
8 p.m.
Wilson Hall
admission is free
Additional support by Visiting Scholars,
Department of Philosophy and Religion,
and Black Student Alliance
Also in Collaboration with
The Promised Land Coalition

Dave ieibman has studied with joba CdNsane,
one of the top perforating jazz saxoohonests
in the world, and evert recorded Ms latest
album* "Joy: trie mitstc of John Coltrane"
with the JMU Jazz liiseinMel

COFFEEHOUSE WITH PCM- ROGER DAY AND STUDENT PERFORMERS TOMORROW NIGHT AT 7:30 IN THE NEW TAYLOR DOWN UNDER1
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Harrisonburg businesses grow, expand
Price Club attracts student members
Construction began last fall, but
Price Club didn't officially open until
May 4. Because the store buys in
bulk, it can pass the savings on to the
customer.
•
Tofani said students may have
seen Price Club representatives in the
JMU post office the week of Aug.
28. During that week, students had
the opportunity to obtain a membership at a special price.
The special deal involved
purchasing a membership with a
friend, costing only $17.50 for each
person. A regular membership is $35,

by Kristen Heiss
contributing writer
Lured by the value of a cheap
membership, students are buying by
bulk at Harrisonburg's recently
opened Price Club.
Located on the corner of
Reservoir Street and University
Boulevard, Price Club offers large
quantities at small prices.
Susan Tofani, marketing manager
of Price Club, said, "Our concept is
to sell top quality products at low
prices. No seconds or generics."
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MAGGIE WELTER/Hwor photographer
Juniors Sarah Wegllan (I) and Keith Cousins (r) won't need to buy
brownies for awhile. Price Club sells products in large quantities.

which includes a card for the
customer and a spouse. Students who
wish to buy a membership alone can
still receive it at the regular $35
price.
"This is the first time in our
history that we've qualified students
anywhere," Tofani said. "JMU
students are the first."
According to Tofani, the student
offer will be available throughout
this school year and future years.
Students who already have a Price
Club membership from any Price
Club in the country can use it at the
Harrisonburg location.
"We get a lot of students from
Northern Virginia and Maryland
using their cards," Tofani said.
"Students can also use Costco cards."
Costco meTged with Price Club a
year and a half ago.
When aske'd why Price Club is
ideal for students, front-end manager
Karen Sagan responded, "Bulk.
Three or four people to a dorm room
can save a lot of money."
The store offers a variety of
products, some of which are sold in
large quantities. Toward the front,
computers, accompanying equipment and software can be purchased.
According to Tofani, employees in
this section are qualified to answer
questions concerning the computer
equipment.
Stereo equipment, compact discs,
books and videos are available near
the computer section. The rest of the
store is devoted to bed and bath,
clothes, housewares, school supplies
and food products. Price Club also
contains a bakery which bakes fresh
items daily, a photo center,
pharmacy, fresh meat market, tire
and auto parts, and a food court.
Since products are already priced
low, there are no storewide sales. A
product may be marked down if the
item is a seasonal product or is
pending discontinuation, according to
Tofani.
Donna Gordon, assistant front-end
manager, said she believes Price
Club came to Harrisonburg because
of the large population and "James

MAGGIE WELTER/sMior photographer
Victoria's Secret opened last May In Valley Mall. Other stores
that opened Include American Eagle Outfitters and Finish Line.

New stores come to Valley Mall;
some cite JMU as one reason
by Jamie Dritt
contributing writer
Valley Mall offers new shopping
opportunities with the opening of
several stores, including Victoria's
Secret, American Eagle Outfitters
and Finish Line.
"Harrisonburg is a growing
city," said Rana Vann, assistant
manager of American Eagle
Outfitters "It's becoming [more]
business-oriented. Businesses are
starting to boom, and everybody is
coming here."
Many of the businesses were
attracted to Harrisonburg because
"it's a college town," she said.
Mall
Manager
Patrick
Beckerdite said although JMU is a
big draw to new businesses, the
mall tries to put in stores that are
popular with local shoppers.
"They [the stores] are partially
college-oriented, like American
Eagle Outfitters and Victoria's
Secret, but while college students
are a large part of the market, we
try to put in stores that generally
appeal to people in town,"

Beckerdite said.
Individual store workers had
different opinions of why these
stores came to Harrisonburg, but
they generally said JMU was the
primary focus.
American Eagle Outfitters
opened March 23 and sells men and
women's clothing, active wear,
sports to rugged outdoor wear, and
foot wear. American Eagle
Outfitters is expanding throughout
Virginia and nationally, according
to Vann.
Victoria's Secret, which sells
women's intimate wear and
personal care products such as
lotions and toiletries, opened last
May in Harrisonburg.
Victoria's Secret store manager
Anissa Stanley said "a number of
factors determine where Victoria's
Secret chooses to locate, one being
a purchase survey and the other
would be malls showing large
profits."
"The Limited Corp. [owner of
Victoria's Secret] has already
see MALL page 9

see PRICE page 9

Ice cream parlor, collectible store open and expand Nickleby's Village
by Barbara Paoletti
contributing writer
A new shop on Evelyn Byrd Avenue will
attract students who have an appetite for frozen
treats and a shopping list for gifts.
Nickleby's Village, an extension of the
Shotsies Christmas Shop, contains an ice cream
parlor and two crafts and collectible shops. The
ice cream parlor opened in May and the shops
opened in June.
The parlor offers not only a variety of ice
cream, but also fudge and Colombo frozen
yogurt. Customers who want something hot can
choose from about 24 different kinds of
gourmet coffees from the Coffee Beanery and
fresh-baked French pastries. In a few weeks,
the owners plan to add cheesecake to the menu.
The parlor is decorated in a '50s theme.
Life-size stand-up posters of actors and singers
like Marilyn Monroe, James Dean and John
Wayne add to the shop's decor. To complete
the '50s atmosphere, a juke box plays music of
the era.
If customers prefer to drink their cappuccino
or eat their ice cream outside, they can sit in the
shop's gazebo.
Karen Ortiz, one of Nickleby's owners, said

most of the shop's employees are high school
or college students. About half the shop's
customers are students.
If students go to the parlor early in the
morning, they may encounter one of their
professors sipping coffee, she said.
In addition to eating ice cream, customers
can also browse through a selection of gifts and
decorations at Nickleby's Village's two shops.
One of Nickleby's shops is decorated in
Victorian style and offers decorations including
quilts, porcelain dolls, candles and potpourri.
The shop is prepared for the holidays with
Halloween and Thanksgiving decorations
already on sale.
The store also carries a variety of scented
candles with fragrances such as honey, melon,
raspberry and salt mist. Every month a different
kind of candle goes on sale.
The other shop aims to please nature-lovers.
The shop's selection includes wind chimes
designed with animals and wooden sculptures
of wolves and owls and Civil War figures.
Disney enthusiasts will find porcelain
Disney figures in the shop. Because nature is
the theme of the store, it offers a selection of
see NICKLEBY'S page 9

MAGGIE V/ELTER/senior photographer
'Espresso or cappuccino?' David McAbbe asks a friend as he orders at Nickleby's
Ice cream parlor Sunday. Clerk Jessica Hensley has worked here since ft opened in
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Big PreSeason Ski Sale
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OCT. 6-9, Parent's Weekend
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE JMU TICKET OFFICE

New Ski Packages From $149
New Boots From $69

i

DISC JOCKEY, CROSS ROADS IN STAUNTON, Bill S HAUMARK, SHANE'S H-V WESTERN APPAREl
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Hours: Open Mon. - Sat. 10-7 Sun. 11-5
51-D Burgess Rd./Next To Shoney's Rt. 33E
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Oatmeal, Scrambled Eggs
Sausage Patty
French Toast
Minesione Soup
Roast Beef
Oven Browned Potatoes
Broccoli. Scalloped Apples
Danish, Bagels

Vegetarian Chili
Beef & Bean Burrito
Chicken Biscuit Casserole
Italian Green Beans
California Medley
Enchilada Sauce

Garden Vegetable Soup
French Dip Sandwich
Turkey Vegetable Pasta
Seasoned Potaoto Wedges
Peas
Cauliflower

Cream of Broccoli Soup
Soft Shell Beef Taco
Garden Quiche
Cora
Green Beans
Mixed Vegetables

Chicken Noodle Soup
Sloppy Joe Sandwich
Wing Dings
Macaroni & Cheese
Broccoli
Stewed Tomatoes

New England Clam Chowder
Fish Sandwich
Nacho Bar
Spanish Rice
Scandinavian Mixed
Vegetables
Italian Green Beans

Cream of Potato Soup
Baked Ziti with Julian
Sausage
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Mashed Potatoes
Peas
Carrots

Red Beans & Rice

Vegetarian Burrito

Pinto Enchiladas

Vegan Macaroni Dinner

Vegetarian Sloppy Joe

Nacho Bar Vegetarian Chili

Lentil Stew with
Mushrooms

Country Style Steak
Country Cream Gravy
Vegetarian Lasagna
Mashed Potatoes
Cauliflower
Peas & Mushrooms

Spanish Chicken
Popcorn Shrimp
Rice
Broccoli
Creamed Com

Turkey Cutlet
Copenhagen Sauce
Beef Sirloin Tips
Egg Noodles
Carrots
Lima Beans

Pizza
Cajun Chicken Breat
Rice
Sugar Snap Peas
Orange Glazed Beets

Chicken Parmesan
Beef Stew / Biscuit
Rotini
Peas & Carrots
Italian Mixed Vegetables
Tomato Herb Sauce

Roast Sirloin
Scampi with Pasta
Baked Potatoes
Broccoli
Glazed Carrots

Wonton Soup
Sweet & Sour Chicken
Meatball Subs
Rice
Green Beans
Japanese Mixed Vegetables

Ctuckettes

Savory Rice & Spinach Bake

Baked Four Bean Casserole

Squash Casserole

Baked Rice with Beans &
Vegetables

Vegetarian Stuffed Peppers

Vegetarian Egg Roll

■—

sff&«^
Phillips Half, Ground Floor

NEW COMBOS!
ADP ON VALUES!
, OPEN DAILY UNTIL K> 9M.

FOOD! FRIENDS! FUN!

SUNDAYS - r*»"BMADBRZZA
MONEYS - QOUBMETtSURCSeRS
^TUESDAYS - HOASES* HOT DOSS
WEDNESDAYS - NU99CTSI
THURSDAYS - HOP BREAKFAST

GIBBONS HALL

UNE 5

5-7 P.M.

——

1

NO RESERVATIONS REQUIRED!
MIAKHOI SI/

(World's Jare
Sept. 25- 29

<VWA ITALIA! Oct.2-6
____
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Art submission deadline for
regional exhibit draws near
The public is invited to submit art for an
upcoming regional exhibition at Sawhill Gallery.
The deadline is Sept. 27.
The exhibit, which will open Nov. 6, and run
through Dec. 1, will focus on work created by
artists living within a 70-mile radius of JMU.
Virginia cities included in the region are
Lexington, Charlottesville, Waynesboro,
Staunton, Harrisonburg and Winchester.
Guidelines for submitting work may be
obtained by sending a self-addressed, stamped
envelope to: SELECT: A Jurored Regional
Exhibition, Sawhill Gallery, JMU, Harrisonburg,
Va. 22807, or by calling X6407.

Arts & Sciences Symposium
features JAZZ!?' experience
This year's Arts & Sciences Symposium
Committee invites everyone to explore the facets
of jazz Sept. 24-29 with "JAZZ!?" week.
A performance by the David Liebman Group
Sept. 24, sponsored by UPB, opens a week of
information, insight, philosophy and harmony.
"Early Jazz" by Reid Badger is taking place
Sept. 25, Wilson Hall auditorium, 8 p.m. The lecture "Give and Take: Conversations between Jazz
and Poetry," by Lisa Russ Spaar will be Sept. 26,
Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 4 p.m.
Several events are taking place on Sept. 27. The
Brown Bag Program is presenting "Jazz at JMU:
Celebrating 23 Years," at Hillcrest House, noon.
"What's African about Jazz, Rock, and Funk
Music?" by Mark Gridley will be at GraftonStovall, 4 p.m. Zirkle House is having a reception
honoring Pat Hinnly at the New Image Gallery,
6:30 p.m. Guest artists Mark Gridley and Joe
Kennedy will perform with the JMU Jazz
Ensemble in Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 8 p.m.
Sept. 28 a panel will discuss "Jazz in American
Culture," in Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 4 p.m.
Sept. 29 "The African-American Connection"
will be in Godwin Hall, 1 p.m., and Gunner
Mossblad and Visions will take place in GraftonStovall, 8 p.m. Everyone is welcome to attend.

Free reading and writing labs
are available to students
Reading and writing labs in Harrison Hall give
individualized help to students writing papers,
reading texts and preparing for tests.
The freshman writing lab is open 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Monday-Thursday and 9 a.m.-noon Friday in rm.
A133. Call Nancy Farrar, X3651, for info.
The university writing lab for upperclassmen is
open 8:30 a.m.-4 p.m. Monday-Thursday and 9
a.m.-noon Friday in rm. A125. Betty Hoskins,
X6967, is the instructor.
The reading lab is open 7:45 a.m.-3:15 p.m.
Monday-Thursday, 7:45 a.m.-12:15 p.m. Friday
in rm. A131. Call Mary McMurray at X6111.
The reading/writing lab for students for whom
English is a second language is open daily 8
a.m.- 5 p.m. in rm. A134. Call Esther Stenson,
X2881. All labs are open on days when classes
meet; please call for an appointment.
Send iMwtflle or calendar Information to
Aest News Editor, The Breeze, AnthonySeeger Hall, or call 568-6127.
■
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A Surge in Teen Smoking

WEEKLY EVENTS
Thursday
• - Heart Healthy Fair, sponsored by Godwin Wellness Center, University
Recreation, Godwin Hall, gym level, 11:30 a.m.-2 p.m.
• Baptist Student Union prayer session, BSU house, 12:15 and 4 p.m.
• Opportunities '95: JMU Career Fair, Convocation Center, 1-5 p.m.
• "Multimedia Fair Use Guidelines: the educational gateway to the information
age," Media Resources, rm. 16A or campus network channel 55, 1-3 p.m. *
• EARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 304,5-6:30 p.m.
• Baptist Student Union "Thursday Night Fellowship," BSU house, 5:30 p.m.
• Pre-Physical Therapy meeting, Burruss Hall, rm. 238,6:30 p.m.
• International Affairs Association meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 302,7 p.m.
• Pre-Pharmacy Society meeting, Miller Hall, rm. 224,7 p.m.
• "Strawberry & Chocolate," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m.
and 9:30 p.m., $1.50.
• Campus Crusade for Christ "Prime Time," Miller Hall, rm. 101,8 p.m.
• "Race Matters," Comel West, Wilson Hall Auditorium, 8 p.m.

Friday
• Nursing home visit sponsored by the Baptist Student Alliance, meet at BSU
house, 4 p.m.
Baptist Student Union Bible study, BSU house, 7 p.m.
• "Monty Python & The Holy Grail," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall
Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m., $1.50. "Cheech & Chong's Up in Smoke," midnight movie.

Saturday
• Trail Maintenance Day sponsored by EARTH and local bike shops, 9 a.m.-2
p.m. Call Mark at 434-5151 for more info.
• "Using Image Processing to Learn Physics," Dr. Bob Kolvoord, Miller Hall,
rm. 109,3 pm.
• "Monty Python & The Holy Grail," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall
Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m., $1.50.

Sunday
• Presbyterian Campus Ministry sponsors "Sunday Celebration," PCM Center
near the Medical Center, 5-6:30 p.m.
• 'Traditional and Contemporary Japanese Music — Part I," John Hilliard, Music
Building, rm. 142, 7 p.m.
• "The Maltese Falcon," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7:30 p.m.,
free.
• "An Evening with the David Liebman Group" sponsored by UPB, Wilson Hall
auditorium, 8 p.m. Admission fee.

Alleged rape of Okinawan girl
prompts calls for base closure
NAHA, Okinawa—Over the years, the Okinawan
people have been angered by rapes and murders
committed by U.S. servicemen stationed here, but
it has been decades since anything has focused
their fury like what happened here Sept. 4.
On that day", a 12-year-old girl was raped on her
way home from shopping in what local
authorities say was a premeditated attack by three
U.S. servicemen.
The incident has inflamed the 1 million
residents of this subtropical island sent their
governor to Tokyo to call for closure of the
massive U.S. military bases here. The furor,
which today drew an apology from U.S.
Ambassador Walter Mondale, comes at a delicate
point for the United States and Japan.
In less than two months. President Clinton and
Japanese Prime Minister Tomiichi Murayama are
scheduled to meet in Tokyo to reaffirm and
strengthen the nation's close security pact,
despite criticism in both countries that those ties
are anachronistic in the post-Cold War world.

Unabomber manifesto printed;
reaction to decision divided
From college campuses to newsstands flooded
with requests for copies, public reaction was
divided Tuesday over the publication of a 35,000word tract by the Unabomber, with many critics
saying The Washington Post and New York Times
had set a dangerous precedent by agreeing to a
terrorist's demands.'
While some media analysts and criminal justice
experts said the papers had little choice, others
said the decision to publish could well fail to
deter the Unabomber, reflects an unhealthy
degree of cooperation with federal authorities and
might encourage other criminals to make similar
demands.
The newspapers, who acted on the
recommendation of the attorney general and the
FBI director, split the cost of printing the eightpage supplement in Tuesday's Post.
— L.A. Times/Washington Post news service

—
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AAUP explores post-tenure review Nine murderers sc
by Kristen Heiss
faculty reporter

The JMU chapter of the American
Association of University Professors
discussed the possibility of
introducing post-tenure review to
JMU during its first meeting of the
year.
The meeting, held Tuesday
afternoon in Taylor Hall, consisted of
a panel presentation and discussion
titled "Post-Tenure Review:
Maintaining Academic Excellence
and Professional Integrity."
Speakers included John Gilje,
chemistry department head, James
Leary, professor of chemistry and
Jesse Liles, professor of secondary
education, library science and
educational leadership.
JMU has no formal system of
post-tenure review. The speakers
discussed formal policies at other
institutions and made comparisons of
professors to other professions.
Terry Wessel, associate professor
of health sciences and AAUP
president, introduced Gilje, the first
of the three speakers.
Gilje, a former professor at
University of Hawaii, presented the
development of a post-tenure review
program at the Univeristy of Hawaii.
He explained that post tenure
review at University of Hawaii began
about 1980. During the mid '70s, the
mandatory retirement age of 65 was
lifted, creating no mandatory
retirement age in the state of Hawaii.
This occurrence, according to Gilje,
influenced the establishment of the
current post-tenure review system at
University of Hawaii.
"This led to a realization that

lifetime tenure should be an issue
that should be examined," he said.
According to Gilje, post-tenure
review at University of Hawaii is a
"serious, formal review every five
years" conducted by each
department. The chairperson of a
department's post-tenure review
committee evaluates the faculty
member
and
makes
a
recommendation to the faculty
member as to whether his
performance is satisfactory or
unsatisfactory.
If the recommendation is
unsatisfactory, the faculty member
may participate in the grievance
procedure which allows him to
address the criticism.
If he acknowledges that the
criticism is valid, he has a chance to
solve the problem within the next
year.
During this year, the professor
may do a variety of things, including
declaring a leave of absence or an
entrance into an academic office to
improve teaching.
If there is no difference in
performance after one year,
termination procedures continue.
Gilje said, "(Post-tenure review]
works well when it's based in the
department. It gives a mechanism by
which a faculty member can tell a
colleague that he's not doing a good
job."
According to Gilje, the posttenure review system is written into
the faculty's contracts at the
University of Hawaii.
AAUP members expressed
concern as to the appointment of a
post-tenure review chairperson. Gilje
explained that the dean of the

department chooses the chairperson
with the aid of discussion from the
department's faculty.
In his presentation, Leary
compared professors to doctors and
lawyers.
According to Leary, the basis for
his comparison of educational faculty
to physicians and lawyers was that all
are very elite, have partnerships
which are analogous to tenure and
undergo peer review.
'•
* Leary presented three physician
case studies and one lawyer case
study that paralleled the careers of
educational faculty. The fact that
peer review is a main tenet in the
medical and legal professions
supported his argument for peer
review in the post-tenure system.
Mary Louise Loe, professor of
history, commented, "We're not in
the same situation [as physicians and
lawyers.] We're salaried employees."
Liles' presentation addressed the
topic of post-tenure review program
that is -being organized at Longwood
College.
His presentation, titled, "PostTenure Review System at Longwood
College," was presented with the aid
of information submitted by Bob
Weber, professor of math and
computer science at Longwood
College.
According to Liles, post-tenure
review at Longwood College began
last spring. Tenured faculty undergo
an annual review. If a faculty
member has two consecutive
unsatisfactory annual reviews or
receives three unsatisfactory reviews
within five years, he or she is subject
see AAUP page 9
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Foxfleld Races
A REMINDER
FOXFIELD DOES NOT CONDONE UNDERAGE
DRINKING OR PUBLIC DISPLAYS OF MISCONDUCT. AMLMIFJvIIiAJviDJ^M^
ENFORCE THIS.
OTHER FOXFIELD RULES INCLUDE:
NO KEGS, NO PETS. NO GRILLS. AND NO TRESPASSING. GROUNDS CLOSE AT 5:30 P.M. NO PARKING IN UN DESIGNATED AREAS. VIOLATORS WILL
BE PROSECUTED.
WHEN EXITING FOXFIELD:
LEFT LANE MUSI TURN LEFT AND RIGHT LANE
MUST TURN RIGHT.
ALTERNATE ROUTES TO FOXFIELD:
• RT. 250 W.. RIGHT ON 678 (IVY) FEEQS INTO 676.
FOLLOW 676 TO FOXFIELD

-OR—

• RT. 29 N.. LEFT ON 743 (HYDRAULIC RD.), LEFT ■
ON 676. LEFT ON 601 TO FOXFIELD.
THE FOXFIELD RACING ASSOCIATION
(804) 293-8160
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West

Price

. Mall

continued from page 3
continued from page 5
both the JMU and Harrisonburg Madison's
impact
on the
communities to take responsibility community." Before the store
for their actions, uplift each other and opened, the nearest Price Club was in
better understand themselves.
Manassas. A Price Club opened in
"It started out with that vision," Winchester within a week of the one
Edwards said.
in Harrisonburg.
Lowenstein said the Sept. 22
Tofani said transportation by bus
workshop will take place in Warren js currently being arranged although
Hall Highlands Room, 8 a.m.-noon. she has seen students waving down
The workshop will include members buses from the parking lot.
of
the
JMU
community,
Price Club has become involved
Harrisonburg City Council members at JMU by sponsoring the Sept. 2
and the Harrisonburg High School football game against Morgan State.
Student Government Association.
It will also be selling tickets to
The conference is sponsored by basketball games.
The Promised Land Coalition, Center
Tofani said, "[Price Club] will be
for Multicultural Student Services, the only place where you can
Visiting Scholars Program, .purchase discount basketball tickets."
philosophy and religion department.
Price Club may be a benefit to
Black Student Alliance and students seeking employment. "We
University Program Board.
like to hire students. We work around
Toniraye Moss, executive member their schedules," Tofani said.
of The Promised Land Coalition,
According to Karen Sagan, about
said, "Youth are very important and 10-15 JMU students work at Price
have the right to voice their opinions Club. They are employed as cashiers,
and ideas. We want to assist youth in stock people, and may work in
keeping their visions alive."
packing or at the food court.
Moss said, "We also want to help
Donna Gordon said, "We hire the
adults realize it's not OK to preach to best people and we treat them the
youth ... adults need to listen and be best too. There is plenty of
open to the opinions of our youth."
opportunity to move up."
Lowenstein said, "We can't lose
Brad Heidinger, a senior biology
sight; the conference is for and about major, started his job as a cashier in
youth.
May when the store opened.
"We encourage and welcome
"The benefits are great," he said.
students to be involved in the "(Price Club] works with my
workshop," he added.
schedule real well. The hours are
During the workshop, participants flexible."
^..will define community in terms of
Senior psychology major Dana
past, present and future. Participants Strang also started as a cashier in
will be divided into small groups May.
with a challenge to form a "nation
"The pay is excellent and the
state," which represents a people are really nice to. work with,"
community, Lowenstein said.
she said.
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continued from page 5
capitalized in larger areas, and is now
capitalizing in smaller markets such
as Harrisonburg, Virginia."
Lane Bryant and Express, two
other clothing stores in Valley Mall,
are also owned by The Limited Corp.
According to Angie Thorton, a
clerk at Finish Line, a sports clothing
and shoe store, said the store opened
May 1 and has attracted the attention
of JMU students.
"It's a cheaper sports store,"
Thorton said about Finish Line. "It's
a college town, and students don't
have a lot of money to spend."
Rich Woolard, manager of Finish
Line, said a year ago there was only
one Finish Line in Virginia. The head
office decided to open up a store in
Valley Mall because of the many

JMU students nearby.
Harrisonburg is a smaller city
compared to other Finish Line
locations, he said, but JMU students
make up the difference.
Woolard said the back-to-school
season brings a sudden increase in
customers.
"I've noticed a big difference in
business since everybody came
back," he added.
"With JMU being here, every
[fall] there are 12,000 new people."
he said.
"It's like having a new town open
up. . . . Once they build a bridge
across [Interstate] 81, [students]
could practically walk here, he said.
Beckerdite said more stores will
open soon. Bath and Body Works is
planning to open its doors Oct. 2 and

it "looks like it's on schedule," he
said. Arby's is now under
construction in the food court and
should open before Thanksgiving.
Several JMU students expressed
their opinions about the new stores
opening.
Sophomore Sherri Krauss said, "I
was pleased with their decision to
open a Victoria's Secret. It's truly an
accomplishment for Harrisonburg,
Virginia.
"I can't wait for Bath and Body
Works," she said, adding there are
more stores sheld like to see in the
mall.
"I'd like a gourmet coffee shop,
and a health food store. We need a
Sears.
"This is the onjy mall I've been in
without a Sears," she said.

Nickleby's_ AAUP

continued from page 8

continued from page 5

crystal and marble sculptures with
depictions of Earth, sea wolves, and
other wildlife.
Ortiz said students on a budget
will be able to find affordable gifts
and decorations at the shop.
Freshman political science major
Erin Snider said, "I am always
looking to add decorations to my
room."
Nickleby's ice cream parlor is
open Monday through Saturday from
8 a.m. to 10 p.m. and Sundays from 2
p.m. to 9 p.m. Ortiz said on
weekends she is flexible with closing
times.
.■ . -.
Students who show their JAC
Cards receive 10 percent off ice
cream purchases.

to post-tenure review.
Post-tenure review includes a twoyear probation period during which
the chair or dean of the committee
approves a plan for that two-year
period.
If the faculty member fails the
two-year process, the chairperson
and
post-tenure
committee
recommend to the dean that a oneyear terminating contract be issued.
Liles said that the annual
professor evaluations must be peeroriented if a post-tenure review
system like that of Longwood's is
used at JMU.
According to Gilje, JMU faculty
undergo annual evaluations instead
of a formal post-tenure review

system, which exists at some
s
colleges.
"^0
At JMU, some form of a review
system exists in every department.
According to Liles, different
departments within the university
have different review systems for
tenured professors.
Several professors said they were
interested in developing a proposal
for a post-tenure review program at
JMU. |
The professors at the meeting
stressed that the proposal should be
developed by March.
These recommendations should
be made by March, Liles said, when
the Virginia General Assembly may
decide to set up its own post-tenure
review system.

Come Worship Jor
A Change,..
We'll V}e Waiting
Jor (Jou
INFORMAL ATTIRE
Worship 10 a.m.
Court Square Harrisonburg

432-0340
"A Radically Inclusive Community"

j
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An I-just-wanna-cry dart to the nursing
department. I haven't slept in five days, I have added
42,000 miles to my car from driving to the middle of
nowhere for clinical, my friends and family have
forgotten what I look like and I still can't figure out
what a literature review entails.
Sent in by nursing student with altered sleep
patterns, social isolation and chronic pains related to
not having enough hours in the day.

Education lost in party politics
It should not surprise anyone that an important Times-DispatcK reported. These issues include taxes
issue is pitting Democrats and Republicans and spending, crime and welfare,
against each other in an election campaign. What
Why should education be exclusively a Democratic
is troublesome about the race for seats in the Virginia domain? The quality of Virginia's schools affects
General.Assembly, though, is that education is the everyone, no matter what our party affiliation. College
conflicting topic.
seniors with no further education aspirations are
Instead of proposing ways the government can probably breathing a sigh of relief now, saying, "This
earmark more money for schools, the two parties are issue will no longer concern me in a few months."
using their air and press time to
What about our children,.however?
U
Think about future
slam the opposition for its history
TUo
nunlwtu rtf
co-workers,
1
e
of action on the issue. Unless a
'* quuiliy UJ
Students who attend high school

candidate comes up with a radical Virginia 's Schools affeCtS
JJ

and co,,e e in a state

plan for education reform pretty

°

providing the best educational

quickly, don't expect significant

everyone, nO matter

resources possible are generally

g

dedicated to

improvement
following
better prepared for the working
what our party
November's election.
world than those who have been
f>'
Gov. George Allen (R) is trying
forced to "make due."
affiliation.
to re-create his image as one of an
Virginia ranks 43rd in the nation
education-friendly politician.
in state support for higher
Allen, who unsuccessfully attempted to cut $92 million education. That's a pretty sad figure when we think
from public education last year, more than $40 million about the high level of regard the Virginia state
of it from higher education, says he simply wants universities enjoy. Only North Carolina and California
accountability when it comes to spending — and not can claim to provide as many well-respected public
HKl for
I'lln.'.ilii in
. ..!,.,..1, mm «**--'-*
just
for education.
schools
as Virginia.
Yet, Allen's own pollster, Fabrizio, McLaughlin &
It isn't fair to jump all over Allen for his previous
Associates, has warned the governor about devoting too attempts to better balance the budget. After all, college
much time to the topic. Supposedly, education has tuition increases were in the double digits under former
become a "Democratic" issue.
Gov. Doug Wilder (D). Bipartisan efforts of the General
According to the Sept. 17 Richmond Times-Dispatch, Assembly restored Allen's cuts to education last year.
Virginia Republicans commissioned a statewide poll in
It also isn't right, however, for Allen and his
August to monitor which candidates prospective voters Democratic counterparts to continue to harp on each
favored. When education served as the main issue of other for past legislation. The most important question
debate, voters preferred Democratic candidates to remains: What have you done for us lately?
Republican ones 36.5 percent to 23 percent.
The pollster warned GOP candidates not to ignore
house editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial board
education, but instead, to "remain focused on the issues The
which consists of the editor, managing editor and the opinion
where Republicans have the advantage," the Richmond editors.
Ediioriul Policy

MADISON

Alison Boyce ... editor Cyndy Liedtkc ... managing editor
Lisa Denny .,. opinion editor Sherri Eisenberg ... asst. opinion editor
Letters tn the editor should be no more than 350 words, columns should be no more
than 550 words, and both will be published on a space available basis. They must he
delivered to The Breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday.
IT* Breeze reserves the rijfrt to edit for clarity and space.
The opinions in this section do not necessatily reflect the opinion of the newspaper,
UNIVERSITY
this staff, or James Madison University,

Pat...
A pat to Julie Miller, who was the only person
who would stop in the rain Saturday night and help
me change my flat tire.
Sent in by someone who got home safely and made
a new friend.
J/iyf;
A dart to whomever stole the goldfish feeder in the
Arboretum. Now the fish can't be fed, and JMU
money is once again wasted on an act of
thoughtlessness.
Sent in by someone who appreciates the pleasant
atmosphere of the JMU Arboretum and encourages
random acts of kindness.
<—^
_
Mrttt* • •
A we-can-count-on-you-no-matter-what pat to the
Marching Royal Dukes for their undying support
during our heartbreaking loss Saturday night.
Sent in by the JMU offensive line.

Bart...
A what-planet-are-you-from dart to all the people
who had to mosh at the Matthew Sweet concert.
Instead of being able to hang out and listen to good
tunes, we ended up with bruises everywhere. Come
on people, it was Matthew Sweet, not Nine Inch
Nails.
Sent in by students who are bitter about having to
worry about getting pummelled at a concert.

Pat...
A daffodil-and-mulch pat to all those who helped
clean, mulch and plant flowers around the buildings
on Greek Row in preparation of Rush Week. We
really appreciate your assistance.
Sent in by the landscaping crew.

,x
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Area resident deals with JMU students;
tired of the mess, noise and traffic
To the Editor:
As a long-time resident of Harrisonburg, I read with interest
your house editorial, "JMU's skewed priorities." Gosh, I would
miss a lot without JMU! I would miss staying up all night and
watching TV because I can't sleep with all the noise made by
students. I would miss the exercise I get by picking up beer cans,
cups, etc., thrown in my yard by JMU students. I would miss
playing bumper cars on the city streets trying to get though all
the traffic created by JMU students. Most of all, 1 would miss the
privilege of writing checks to support JMU activities!
As for not having Chili's, Victoria's Secret and Express, I
have lived a long time without them and am sure I could live a
long, full life if they were not here.
W. E Whitlock
Harrisonburg resident

The new stipulations would be devastating to me and the
many others who have and would benefit from this program. For
instance, doing away with the six-month grace period? I hardly
think the majority of students who come out of college go
straight from graduation assembly to immediate, high-paying
jobs.
Perhaps most upsetting about the article was the egocentric
comments from College Republican President Ty Cobb.
Basically, he demonstrated an "I've got mine, who cares if you
get yours," attitude. I also find fault with his stream of reasoning.
He stated, "Ask any recent graduate. We're not concerned as
much with getting loans as we are with getting jobs after
college." I think many students are more concerned with at least
being able to complete college. This doesn't happen if there's no
money or you run out of money for tuition, Ty.
Again, I must re-emphasize what a great disservice these
proposals are to the future of our country. Congress must value
and nurture the great minds of tomorrow today or be held
responsible for the lack of the United States's ability to
participate in the global community.
Kimberly Varnum

Stafford loans necessary for some;
student argues her right for education
To the Editor:
As a Stafford loan recipient, I was deeply dismayed to read
the Sept. 14 article in The Breeze regarding the U.S. Congress's
proposed cuts to loan subsidies. After being in the work force for
a couple of years while my husband served in the U.S. Army, I
was only able to return to college at JMU by receiving
government-subsidized student loans. Fortunately, my desire for
an education and hard work have paid off and this year I received
an undergraduate scholarship. However, had it not been for the
Stafford program, I would not have been able to get my foot in
the door.
My husband receives a small monthly G.I. Bill stipend for.
his four years of service to his country and this, along with parttime earnings, hardly cover college tuition for two, rent, food,
etc.)

Long-term smoking affects one's appearance. A smoker's
chronological age is enhanced with more wrinkles. One's nail
beds become clubbed and one's chest becomes barrel-chested in
appearance due to chronic air trapping from smoking. Smokers
are proven to be less productive and less alert than non-smokers.
Just think how much higher that GPA could be without that
smoke.
Smokers are prone to more infections, with longer recovery
time. Smokers not only affect themselves, but the lives of others.
A high percentage of pediatric respiratory admissions are
parental-smoking related. Second-hand smoke is dangerous. You
are not only affecting your health, but the health of those around
you.

senior
anthropology

Week recognizes dangers of smoking;
smoking affects more than health
To the Editor:
Oct. 1-7 a special group of health care practitioners is
celebrating National Respiratory Care Week. In recognizing this
group of people, we would like you to be more aware of your
respiratory well-being. Smoking and tobacco (chew/snuff)
abuses are the leading causes of the health-related problems we
treat. We see people die and suffer gasping for their last breath
on a daily basis. Death to these people is like suffocation. There
is no cure for this abuse of one's body. We help people to feel
more comfortable with their self-inflicted medical problem. How
cool do'you think carrying a portable oxygen tank looks?

Chew/snuff also can affect the human body in many ways. It
damages the lining of the mouth and throat and causes gum
disease and loss of teeth. This product also causes bad breath
with increased saliva flow and the need to spit. How attractive
does all this look and sound to those around you?
Both tobaccos, be it smoking or chewing, are addictive. They
cause cancer and contribute to lung/heart disease and strokes.
Treat you body as your most valued possession. Once damage is
done, it is irreversible. To help celebrate National Respiratory
Care Week, please stop smoking and chewing this week and
think about your future by stopping smoking and chewing
permanently. Remember, there is only one you.
Kathy Tesack
registered respiratory therapist

Adjusting to the hospitable ways of the South
'In the North, southern hospitality is a mythical thing9
As a freshman, I have faced many new adjustments to dorm
life. Excuse me, the administration prefers "residence hall"
life. To me, it is like calling a midget "vertically challenged."
One may be more politically correct that way, but in the hearts
and minds of everyone, a midget is still a midget.
There has also been the adjustment to the food. True, D-hall
is an easy target for the humorist, but it is one of those
irresistible temptations. The food is not what I am accustomed
to, but I have come to understand a few simple rules about
eating in D-hall.
First, never eat there on Sundays. The Sunday cuisine is
always a hodgepodge of castaways, seconds, leftovers and
other nutritional black-sheep. Second, never eat anything with
bread crumbs on top. The bread crumbs are merely a
subterfuge, hiding the inedible treats that lie below. Finally,
never eat anything that has been stuffed with something else.
Enough said.
And what is it with these theme days? No matter how you
package it, the theme always seems to be "Fatal Diseases of
the Gastrointestinal Tract."
However, the biggest adaptation I have had to make is to
the southern lifestyle. Granted, Harrisonburg is not the deep
South, but to this Massachusetts native, the city might as well
be Mayberry R.F.D. I keep waiting for "Otis the Drunk" to
show up in the police log for drunk-in-public charges.
The lifestyle in the South is foreign to me. First of all,
there's the concept of "southern hospitality." In the North,
southern hospitality is a mythical thing, like the Tooth Fairy
and welfare reform.
"Common courtesy" is also important in the South. Coming
from the North, I had never heard of this before. It is not that
we are unfriendly people, it just takes us a while to warm up to
people we do not know.
The best example of this is the way we drive. In
Massachusetts, we take pride in producing the worst drivers in
the western hemisphere. Boston drivers hurl down cobblestone

Guest Columnist
— Jeff Ward
streets at speeds exceeding that of an F-16 fighter jet. If a
pedestrian should make the mistake of trying to cross the street
anywhere in the surrounding five blocks, the driver will not
slow down.
In fact, there is an unofficial game among Boston drivers.
The object is to score points by hitting pedestrians. There is a
points system, too, and the more difficult the target is to hit,
the more points the driver receives.
Many Boston cab drivers (most of whom should not be
allowed to play driving video games — let alone get behind
the wheel of an actual vehicle) have refined the game to an an
form. Then, if the driver hits the pedestrian, it becomes the
pedestrian's fault. I believe that an actual defense for vehicular
manslaughter in Massachusetts is, "But yoah honah, I didn't
hit the guy. He hit the cah."
By way of comparison, the people in the South drive with
caution and some regard for those around them. For example,
the other day I had to cross South Main Street during rush
hour.
Accustomed to Boston drivers, I was fully prepared to
dodge on-coming cars while making obscene gestures at the
drivers. However, I was pleasantly surprised to find that
drivers stop for pedestrians in the crosswalk, rather than try to
maim them. Before long, I found myself standing in the
middle of the street without fear of being targeted like a Mafia
informant.
The biggest difference (and the one most difficult to adjust
to) is the pace of life. The people are a bit more laid back here.

I am not used to this. I am used to the hustle and bustle of the,
"Hey buddy, get out of my way or I'll walk right through you,"
style of the North.
I am a product of this society, and I stand out on campus
because of it. The fact that I am from the North is about as
obvious a giant mole on the middle of my forehead. I can
always be seen striding around campus like a speed walker on
amphetamines, pushing my way through crowds and
constantly looking at my watch like I have an important board
meeting to go to. As a result, I get a lot of funny looks from
the natives.
The most obvious difference, however, is the way people
talk down here. Now, I am not going to make a value judgment
and call southern accents backwards or insinuate that
southerners seem like they are not speaking the same language.
In fact, I think Boston accents are far more ridiculous.
In Boston, we work with a 25-letter alphabet instead of a
26-letter one, with the omission being the letter "R." The way
we treat the letter "R," one would think that we are allergic to
it. Because of this aversion, most of us sound like the
Kennedys taught us phonics. What becomes of these "Rs" we
do not use?
They go to one of two places. We either use them in words
such as idear (as in, "I had no idear you were from
Winchestah.") and "Cuber" (the place where Castro is in
chahge.) The other place they go is to the Midwest, where they
are used in the word "warsh" (as in, "I wonder how they warsh
the Washington Monument?")
These are subtle differences, ones that the less aware may
not be able to pick up. However, now that I have given you
some common indicators, you will be able to spot the
northerners among you. Watch out — we are everywhere, and
we have cars.
Jeff Ward is a freshman mass communication and political
science major.
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INTRODUCING NEST0RS WOOD-FIRED
GOURMET PIZZA & DELHI

|

'^NESTOR

(Next Door to Nestor's Italian Restaurant)
"Harrisonburg's First & Only Wood-Fired Brick Oven Pizzeria"

ITALIAN RESTAURANT
Fin DINING, ROMANTIC 4WMMM

Fresh Homemade Pasta, Bread,
Chicken, Veal, Seafood, Steaks & more
564-2900 • 243 NefTAve. Behind Valley Mall
Mwi-Kril 1-2:30; 4 30-10; Sal 4-11; Sao 11-9

;C1OM<I

Buy 1 Large Pizza with 2 or
More Toppings and Get 1
Small Cheese Pizza Free!!
(Dine-in or Carryout)

Buy 1 Large Pizza and Get
2nd Large Pizza 1/2 Price!!
(Dine-in or Carryout)

Tut*

lake Out Available

I

564-2900

V

564-2900
'

The 1995 JMU Arts and Sciences Symposium

"An Evening with the Daroii Liefcian Grotip'
sponsored by the JMljf Program* Board
8:00 p.m., Wilson Hall

/vCE^Wlgl

Sff>

c_
\S| Iv

^^

VO

pptpmber 25
' t
Early Jazz"
w
Reid Badger
.;
accompanied
i nili
by the Skyline Dixieland Band
8:00 p.m., Wilson Hall

•>

7Vit? Breeze is
looking for an
Account Executfve
forthel995-'96
school year. All
majors welcome to
apply. Experience in
sales is a plus. This
is a paid position.
Please send cover
letters and resumes to
Cheryl Floyd,
Office Manager
The Breeze,
Anthony-Seeger Hall.
■L

iBteeze

Jr

(AMES

MADISON

UNIVERSITY

DEADLINE: Monday.
Sept. 25 ^p.m.

HOE

Tuesday. September 26
'Give and Take: Conversations Between Jazz and Poetry"
Lisa Russ Spaar
4:00 p.m.,i;Grafton-Stovall
Wednesday, Septeml
"What's African About Jazz, Rock, and Funk Music?"
Mark Grid ley
4:00;p.m.t Grafton-Stovall
Guest Artists Show
Mark Grid ley and Joe Kennedy
with the JMU Jazz Ensemble
8:00 p.rrtV, Graftqn-Stovall
>tember 28
Panel: Jazz in Ajmerican Culture
Mark Gridley,'Pat Hinely, Joe Kennedy,
Jand JMU faculty
4:007p.m., Grafton-Stovall
Gunnar Mossblad and Visions
8:00 p.m., Grafton-Stovall
Friday. September ?P,
"The African-American Connection"
Donna Graham-Dacosta and Mohamed Dacosta
1:00 p.m., Godwin Hall
f
Ongoing Pxhihit
The Jazz Photography of Pat Hinely
September 1 - 29, New Images Gallery
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Performance kicks off symposium
Internationally known jazz musician plays in sync with year's theme
by Meredith Allen
contributing writer
Warm, sweet air engulfs your
body upon stepping into the studio,
the entrancing notes of the soprano
saxophone twirl in your ears, and life
is good.
Perhaps the acoustics won't be as
great, but the music of the David
Liebman Group will fill Wilson Hall
starting at 8 p.m. Sept. 24. The group
will launch a week of jazz
appreciation, organized by the Arts
and
Sciences
Symposium
Committee, named "JAZZ!?"
"My music is an eclectic mixture
of several contemporary idioms that
are used in modern jazz: rhythm from
world music. Coltrane-influenced
harmonies, electric/synthetic colors,
straight-ahead jazz," said David
Liebman, world-renowned jazz
musician.
Liebman, a professional musician
for the last 25 years, has produced
more than 175 recordings and has
traveled extensively throughout
Europe and Asia. Since 1991, New
York-based jazz musicians Vic Juris,
Jamey Haddad, Tony Marino and
Phil Markowitz have worked with
Liebman.
As the JMU community prepares
for Liebman's arrival, he said he is
"looking forward to it" as well.
He said he has been preparing for
his professional music career since
the age of nine, when he took an
interest in the saxophone. Beginning
with his career in New York, the
center of the jazz world, he studied
with professional musicians,
including Miles Davis and Elvin
Jones, John Coltrane's drummer.
Liebman said this experience helped
him move quickly up the jazz chain.
Liebman's group recorded a
compact disc titled "Songs for my

PHOTO COURTESY OF DAVID LIEBMAN
The David Liebman Group will be playing Wilson Hall on Sept. 24. for the "JAZZ!?" symposium.
Daughter," released this month,
under the Soulnote Records label.
Their next album, due for release in
November under Bluenote Records,
is dedicated to Davis, and is titled
"Miles Away."
Liebman's music has received
national acclaim from the experts.
Cadence, a nationally-known review
magazine of jazz and blues, recently
wrote "Songs for my Daughter" is
"as intelligently thoughtful as it is
varied . . . chock full of meaty,
substantive music."
In addition, Liebman recently
produced a jazz CD, "Convergence,"
for Professor of Music Gunnar
Mossblad under North Country

Distributors. Mossblad is a long-time
friend and associate of Liebman.
Through his travels, Liebman
learned a lot about American culture
and how it relates to others. He
believes although they are different,
people are also alike throughout the
world.
"All people are the same,"
Liebman said. "Jazz is the universal
language. When they hear it in the
same circumstance, they respond to it
in the same way."
Liebman is often referred to as an
educator and a prolific writer of both
composition and literature, said
Mossblad, who is the coordinator of
jazz studies.

"Composing is the means by
which we can find a vehicle for
improvisation," Liebman said.
"Each CD, a short story or novel
has its own internal unity. I try for
variety."
In order to survive in the music
business, one must not only have the
ability to compose, but also the
ability to teach, handle business and
. public relations, work, act serious,
stay disciplined and practice,
Liebman said.
"It's like running a corporation —
a big lesson in how to live. You have
to wear many hats. It's a lot more
than getting up and playing the sax."
The upcoming performance is not

the beginning of Liebman's
association with JMU.
In the"ThTd-'80s, MossMtfd took
saxophone lessons from Liebman,
and their association brought
Liebman to JMU in 1992 for a
concert and recording with the jazz
ensemble.
Under Mossblad and Liebman's
tutelage, the ensemble created and
performed the album "Joy: The
Music of John Coltrane."
"I had a great time — the concert
and recording," Liebman said. "JMU
has a very developed program under
Gunnar."
Professors who attended the
performance still marvel at the
concert with Liebman.
"That concert with David
Liebman was some of the finest
undergraduate work at JMU," said
Doug Kehlenbrink, associate
professor of music.
Mossblad and Liebman have also
collaborated to make a book and an
educational video on saxophone
technique and performance.
Each fall, the Arts and Sciences
Symposium Committee, which is
comprised of different faculty
members each year, decides on a
new theme for the symposium.
This year the symposium decided
on a jazz theme. Since its
establishment in 1974, the
symposium's topics have included
ethics and technology, justice, humor
and pursuing revolutionary ideals.
"Several people were interested in
the jazz theme," said Professor of
Theatre George Wead, chair of the
committee. "We wanted to combine
the academic and performance
areas."
Mossblad is excited about the his
long-time friend's upcoming
performance. "He's the jazz
musician's jazz artist," he said.

Valley offers alternative to walk on the Quad
Local describes beautiful scenery which makes hiking an enjoyable and worthwhile exercise
When the college routine settles down and
trips to P.C. Dukes, Grafton-Stovall Theatre
and Main Street lose their novelty, what's left
for students to do that is actually adventurous
and exciting?

Style Commentary
— Jennifer Simmons

Well, as a Harrisonburg native, I think the
best way to find adventure while escaping the
monotony of the city and scholastic life is right
in the 'Burg's backyard. The Shenandoah
Valley is well known as one of the most
beautiful regions on the East Coast. Nestled in
the Valley are droves of sylvan escape
opportunities for the avid hiker, rock climber or
trail rider.
All a person needs to know about hiking is
where to seek out these places, and that's what
locals like myself are here for.
One of the favorite spots for locals and

tourists alike is Skyline Drive, a scenic
overlook famous for its view of the Blue Ridge
skyline about 30 minutes outside of
Harrisonburg via Route 33 east.
Skyline provides a perfect hiking experience
for anyone, whether the desire is for core
wilderness treks or strolls through the park.
Depending on the season, the cost for a
week's worth of parking in the park is about $6.
Trails are easy to find, and there are many sign
boards along the road which detail the various
paths.
An extremely popular route follows a river
to its end, a 100 foot waterfall/gorge. The hike
takes about an hour and a lot of stamina to
make it back up the mountain, but the scenery
is definitely worth the loss of lung capacity.
The overlook itself is an ideal place for kicking
back and enjoying the scenery. The view spans
about three miles of the mountainside and
valley below.
Perhaps the most magnificent time to visit
the overlook is during autumn as the colors of
the changing trees mingle with the hazy blue of
the mountains — the perfect escape from the
doldrums of tests and papers.

SHERRY MILLEfUcontribuling photographer
see HIKING page 17 The view from Skyline drive, an overlook half an hour from Harrisonburg.
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Clockwise from top left: Tony Marslco playing bass and singing at the Matthew Sweet concert
Tuesday night; Almost 1,800 fans thronged to the Convo Center to hear Matthew Sweet and 3
lb. Thrill; UPB volunteers worked furiously at the soundboard to get ready for the show; Sweet's
lead guitarist Ivan Julianin in a somewhat more passive moment; Matthew Sweet singing one of
his many progressive-rock hits; Matthew Sweet Jamming on his guitar.

Sweet and company r
Almost 1.800 fans, according to the Waren Hall Box Office
turned out to see pop-rocker Matthew Sweet perform the first
concert of the semester Tuesday night at the Convocation Center.
Doors opened at 7 p.m. for the show, allowing the most loyal
Sweet-heads plenty of time to secure a spot close to the stage.
Julian Cook, who came from Longwood College for the
event, was one of the early arrivals.
Describing Sweet's sound. Cook said, "He just writes the
happiest music. Very pop-ish, very happy."
JMU freshman Vickie Willis disagreed.
'"Someone to Pull the Trigger?'" she countered, "That's not a
happy song!"
t
Willis said she enjoys Sweet's sound because it's "kinda sad
and heartfelt."
Seniors Susan Sharp and David Dutrow staked out their prime
location directly in front of center stage well before the show
began.
Sharp said she was happy with the University Program
Board's choice in booking Sweet because he was a change of
pace from the acts that usually come to JMU.
Dutrow agreed it was a good sign to have a big show early in
the semester.
"It's pretty promising," he said.
Rick Seamster, UPB musical events chair, said the board was
excited about being able to have a show so soon.
"I didn't want to wait until November," he said.
Seamster said he booked Sweet because his sound seemed to
cross over pop, rock and alternative charts to appeal to a large
audience.
"In order to get someone that will please all 12,000 people
here, it's a pretty difficult task," he said.
Seamster added that Sweet's fee for the show was relatively
inexpensive, allowing the board to have another larger show in
November.
Although he said nothing is certain at this point, the board is
jooking into booking Adam Sandier, Collective Soul, George
Clinton, Smashing Pumpkins or Primus for its next show
Atlanta-based rockers 3 lb. Thrill opened for Sweet, coming

on stage shortly after 8 p.m.
Although the crowd for their a
those who showed up late for S\
managed to pump up those who wen
With a sound somewhat heavie
combined powerfully distorted
harmonized vocals.
They played for about 30 minut
their first album "Vulture," schedule
After a short break to reorganiz
spotlight in true rock-star fashion.
As the first powerful chord;
"Superdeformed" sprang from the
rose to its feet. The lights went up, ai
The audience quickly divided its<
in the pit devoted themselves to goii
ballad had them bouncing up and do
lower the level of the Convo's floor.
Fans who felt like moving to the
crowd surfing and the kangaroo thin
seats. These more reserved attendet
of head-bobbers interspersed with a I
The second level of seats was 1
who just sat back and took it all in.
Even these cool cats nodded u
Sweet broke into the second-to-lasi
busting "Girlfriend."
Early into the set, Sweet had
sympathy from the crowd.
"I gotta tell you I'm sick today." \
The crowd responded with cheers
Always the good sport, Sweet con
sick when ya'H are having such a go<
In the last song of the set, "Sick
may have taken its toll. After
Pangborn's base drum. Sweet gave i
who had come out to make sure noth
set.
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rocfe out the Convo
tieir act was sparse compared to
or Sweet's performance. Thrill
o were there.
eavier than Sweet's, 3 lb. Thrill
nned guitar with melodically
minutes, featuring 11 songs from
eduled for release Oct. 17.
ganize the stage, Sweet took the
on.
hords and cymbal crashes of
n the darkened stage, the crowd
up. and everyone went nuts.
;d itself into three sections. Those
o going all out. Any song above a
nd down in an apparent attempt to
floor.
to the music, but weren't into the
0 thing, occupied the first level of
endees were composed primarily
ith a few stomach-slappers.
was home to the mellow crowd,
1 in.

led to the beat, however, when
o-last song of the set, the charthad paused to try to get some
ay," he said,
heers.
et continued, "But it's hard to stay
a good time!"
'Sick of Myself," Sweet's illness
fter sitting on drummer Ron
gave a friendly push to the roadie
: nothing had come undone on the

Maybe he had downed a little too much cough syrup, or
possibly he was just feeling frisky, but his playful push turned
into a shove that sent the unsuspecting roadie crashing through
the set.
Of course, the crowd loved it. In a Who-esque ending, the
band members kicked things around for a while and left the
stage.
Once the stage crew was able to put the set back together,
however, they were back to perform two encores: "Does She
Talk?" and "Holy War."
After the show, senior Andy Graves sang the praises of
"Sweet's performance.
"1 thought it was absolutely amazing," he said. 'The jam at
the end of 'Sick of Myself was other-worldly."
Michelle Benedict, a junior, agreed.
"I thought it was phenomenal," she said, adding that Sweet's
illness did not affect the quality of his performance.
Outside the building, junior Amy Keller reflected on her time
spent in the pit.
"It was well worth it, even though I was sure I was going to
die," she said.
Junior Betsy Swaney said, "It was a great concert. I especially
loved it when a man took his armpit and shoved it in my face."
As Swaney was relating the horrors of her experience, the
armpit offender walked out the door and was confronted by his
victim.
.
Senior Toby Bloom said she too was accosted in the pit, but
she still enjoyed the show.
"Other than the girl standing next to me, shoving the hell out
of me, the concert was awesome," she said.
Bloom was sitting in the parking lot behind the Convo with a
small group of people waiting for a chance to meet Sweet. ,
Fortunately, the band obliged.
"They're cool guys," freshman Ben Ayres said, fondly
fingering the well-used drumstick he had procured.
Sophomore Kerrin Sciortino may have summed it up best,
"I love Matthew Sweet," she said. "This is now the fourth
time I've seen him, and I adore him."

STORY BY BEN DALBEY
PHOTOS BY IAN GRAHAM AND MEUSSA PALLADINO
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Re%nt Block Party

Fri.HScpf. 22 3-6 &.m
Volleyball Tournament,
Burgers & Hot dogs, DJ

m:

M-F9-5

>
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1235-F Devon Lane

NICK1
,rtB FASHIONED
^ CREAM PA^

432-1001

4080 EVELYN BYRD AVE.
• HAfiRISONBURG
'
^540) 434-4391
OPEN: MO\ - FR1.7:30 a.m. -10 p.m.
SATO a.m. - 10 p.m.
SUN. 2 p.m. - 9 p.m.

For more information
on advertising in the
restaurant guide, please
call 568-6127.

Featuring...
Gounod Coffee By:

i tVYlM YOG.M

cottwm >pmmrmn4.uux

START YOUR DAY OFF
RIGHT WITH A FRESH
BAKED PASTRY AND

The deadline for the restaurant guide
is Friday, September 29 at 5 p.m.

COFFEE...AND ASK ABOUT
OUR BREAKFAST CLUB!!

•*** FOUR STAR PIZZA
■N/l^ien

""#* D&
neLivei#

14" MEDIUM PIZZA

16" LARGE PIZZA

with *w«

\

NOT HUB WH ANY OTHER OWB

WOT VALID WITH AMY OTHER OfFW

433-3776
FOUR STAR PIZZA

FOUR STAR PIZZA

2

12"SUBS
plus two Cokoi
NOT VAUD WITH ANY orm onm

433-3776

433-3776
FOUR STAR PIZZA

i wing

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL PARTY
name:
phone #:
address:

* Includes Two 20 " Pizzas A a 12-pack of Coke
X Winner drawn every Sunday
~k No purchase necessary
n Drop off your entry or give it to one of our Four Star Drivers
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lood, sweat, tears on the stage
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Performers confront anxieties, develop ways to deal with audience
by Christy Pitrdli
staff writer
For many people, the thought of speaking,
performing or playing a musical instrument in
front of an audience is enough to make their
hearts pound and their palms sweat.
Performance anxiety is a sense of
anticipation, which turns into a more intense
feeling of nervousness, the more a performer
thinks about the upcoming performance.
"By saying, 'I'm nervous,' it becomes a
greater part of the consciousness," Speech
Communication Instructor Gretchen Reynolds
said.
Several student performers and faculty have
devised ways to cope with performance
anxiety, a condition many performers facet"
"I don't think there's a performer worth their
salt that doesn't experience performance
anxiety," Reynolds said.
While she has learned that performance
anxiety never really goes away, sophomore
speech communication major Kari Lou Frank, a
member of the debate team, uses her anxiety as
electricity to charge her performance.
"It's good to have some anxiety because it
helps to give me that extra push," Frank said.
"But if I get too nervous, I take a few deep
breaths and say, 'I've done this before.'"
Stretching and deep-breathing exercises help
relax the body before performing. To really
make sure the body is relaxed, Reynolds
suggested yawning. "If you can yawn before
you perform, you know you're physically
relaxed." Reynolds said.
Performance anxiety stems from a
performer's sense of uncertainty over whether
or not the audience will like and understand the
performance, according to Reynolds.
She said this unsure feeling causes "body
betrayals," such- as sweaty palms, trembling
hands, increased heart rate and a shaky voice.
When people are nervous, they tend to
breathe from the upper chest, which causes the
vocal chords to tighten and the voice to quiver,
Reynolds said. "A simple deep breath makes it
go away . . . telling yourself that you have to
breathe comfortably helps," she said.
Performers usually fear these nervous
feelings, which Reynolds said are similar to
those a person experiences when falling in love.
The difference? "We tend to appreciate love
and damn nerves," she said. By associating
nervousness with positive feelings, such as
excitement, it should be easier for performers to

deal with anxiety, Reynolds said.
To avoid further embarrassment, Reynolds
suggested refraining from the consumption of
dairy products, which can cause dryness of the
throat, and carbonated beverages, which can
cause the ultimate mortification: gas.
According to Ron Wastyn, assistant
professor of speech communication, the key to
performing confidently is preparation.
"Be prepared, work hard and prepare what
you are going to do well in advance," he said.
Wastyn said he used to get nervous when he
first had to speak in front of a class, but the
more he did it, the more comfortable he felt.
"Confront your anxieties — if you don't
speak in public, you'll always be scared of it,"
he said.
The best way to feel comfortable during a
performance is to prepare through repeated
rehearsals, according to Reynolds, who
recommended rehearsing at least three times.
The first time allows the performer to
discern any problems with the performance, the
second to correct these problems and the third
to envision how the audience will react to the
performance, Reynolds said.
While performance anxiety may lead a
performer to tune out the audience, junior
theatre major Mike Raybould thinks it is
important to remember a performance is meant
for the audience.
"Theatre was invented to entertain people —
they need to see you, and you have to give them
something back," Raybould said.
. •
Although he often feels nervous before
performing, Raybould said he uses performance
anxiety to enhance his acting.
"I do jumping-jacKs and stretch out," he
said. "If I still feel nervous, I use that feeling in
the scene."
Individual performers combat in different
ways. Sophomore theatre major Kate
McDermott prefers to be alone with her
thoughts in a quiet place before going on stage.
During a performance, McDermott said it is
important to keep one's mind on the
performance.
"Focus on what you're doing, and try not to
get off track," she said.
Performing at one's best is the most
effective way to please the audience, which
means focusing on the performance, according
to Professor of Theatre Tom King. "Stop
thinking about how you're doing and think
about the task you have to perform," he said.
In order to perfect the skill of performing,

BRYAN KSlGWtlcontributing artist
one must perform repeatedly, according to Sue
Bauer, University Center receptionist and
former pianist and piano teacher. "You realize
that after you're done with a performance, you
will get scared, and you can get used to it. . .
you can't remember exactly what it's like until
you do it the next time," Bauer said.
Although performance anxiety never fully
goes away, all performers can find their own
ways of dealing with it, she said.

According to Reynolds, once a performer
has learned to cope with performance anxiety,
they can feel more at ease with the audience.
For example, jazz performers strive for a
special connection or "electric spark" between
the musician and the audience.
"Look for that electric spark whenever you
perform, whether it be with a song, an
instrument or a theatrical performance,"
Reynolds said.

Hiking
continued from page 13

A less-icommercial hiking area is
out Route 33 west toward West
Virginia and is located in the George
Washington National Forest, a
camping, swimming and hiking park.
Although the swimming season has
come to an end for the year. River
Rock Park, adjacent to Dry River, is
an ideal place for river hiking.
This light-endurance hike is a
sport for someone who prefers to
enjoy the water without getting wet
and the scenery without getting hurt.
Convenient for those who are
unfamiliar with the area, river hiking
keeps to an obvious trail so the
chance of getting lost is next to
impossible.
Directly accessible from the
parking and picnic area, the river is
easy to locate.
The National Forest can also offer
high-endurance, hiking for the more
adventurous.
Wet-weather springs, which are
formed beneath the ground and
surface after a spell of rain, line the
north side (or left of the road if

traveling west) of Route 33 west in
the forest.
To locate these springs, look
through the trees to the base of the
mountain for glimpses of small
waterfalls that run down into the
stream next to the road.
The springs have created natural
paths down the mountain side that
one can hike easily. To keep to these
paths, follow the spring up the
mountain to its origin, a small hole in
the ground. Using a natural guide,
such as a mountain or a stream, is a
great way to seek out new hiking
ground without the risk of getting
lost.
The Valley offers many other
hiking areas, and the best way to find
them is to explore.
Of course, some common sense
and safety goes along with that:
always hike in groups and never hike
alone. Remember, whether it's a
recreational park or not, there are still
wild animals in the forest. Black
bears are native to this entire area
and have been seen in several of the
parks. Though no' as aggressive as

brown bears, they are still dangerous.
Never approach a bear cub, even
if it looks incredibly cute. There's
always a highly protective mother
that wouldn't hesitate to rip a head
off if she thought her cub was in
danger.
Also, be sure to bring along water
to drink, as river water can not
always be counted on to be pure, and
pack food such as crackers or trail
mix (nothing too smelly that would
attract animals).
Do not trespass on people's
property just because it looks like a
nice place to hike. Not only should
you respect other people's propery,
but many people take their property
lines very seriously around here, as
do their large dogs, and are quite
adamant about keeping trespassers at
bay. Basically, use common sense;
don't do anything dangerous.
Hiking in the Valley can be a
wonderful way to escape busy
schedules, noisy dorms and crowded
SHERRY MlLLEWcontributing photographer
campuses. If anything, I guarantee a
hike on Skyline Drive beats a walk A sign for the parking lot at South Rjver Falls trail, one of the more
around the Quad any day.
popular hiking spots available at Skyline Drive.
-
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Free Nantucket Blend Coffee with purchase of any of our Special Subs!!
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433-4090
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This is not Just a

BLACK MANS GOSPEL
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'Come to Me ALL YOU who labor
and are heavy laden and I will
give you rest." Matthew 11:28

JESUS CHRIST IS
LORD Or ALL.
Word Ministries
GarbersRd.

Let us
give you
a helping
hand
IRONICALLY THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.
Can't afford to save for retirement? The truth is,you
can't afford not to. Not when you realize that your
retirement can last 20 to 30 years or more. You'll want to
live at least as comfortably then as you do now. And that
takes planning.
By starting to save now, you can take advantage of tax
deferral and give your money time to compound and grow.
Consider this: Set aside just $100 each month beginning at
age 30 and you can accumulate over $172,109° by the time
you reach age 65. But wait ten years and you'll have to
budget $219 each month to reach the same goal.

For more
information
please call

Start planning your future. Call our Enrollment Hotline at 1 800 842-2888.
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.*"
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Even if you're not counting the years to retirement, you
can count on TIAA-CREF to help you build the future you
deserve-with flexible retirement and tax-deferred annuity
plans, a diverse portfolio of investment choices, and a
record of personal service that spans 75 years.
Over 1.7 million people in education and research put
TIAA-CREF at the top of their list for retirement planning.
Why not join them?
Call today and learn how simple it is to build a secure
tomorrow when you have time and TIAA-CREF working
on your side.
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Harrisonburg
firemen
spend their
lives on edge,
waiting for
the call that
could change
their lives
(Y SHERRI LAROV/Vstaff photographer

bySherriLaRowe
senior writer
Wood partitions with green fabric
doors separate the beds in the
dormitory of Fire Station Number 1
on Maryland Avenue. Through a
window at the end of the hall, the
white, hot light of Wilson Hall shines
brightly.
The fire station never loses sight
of the JMU campus.
According to a statistical report by
Fire Station 1, team members
responded to 455 calls oh JMU's
campus during the 1994-'95 school
year; 360, or 79 percent, of those
were false alarms.
Lt. John Shahan's voice is thick
with sarcasm when he says, "911 is
the answer to all your problems."
Case in point: Tuesday night a
student called 911 when she locked
herself out of her apartment.
Captain Nick Astarb says, "The
public seems to have the impression
that we sit around and watch TV or
play checkers all day. The taxpayer
would not stand for that"
Their day doesn't consist of
sitting around waiting. The changing
of the guard at 8 a.m. starts with an
hour of physical training to keep the
firefighters in top condition for
emergency situations. That's
followed by a myriad of chores to
maintain the more than $1 million of
equipment in the garage. Each
afternoon, members take part in
training where they brush up on their
mental skills in emergency medical
training and hazardous materials
classes.
The men spend their days training
for emergency situations and end up
answering calls to rescue burning
bags of popcorn. If the engine is tied
up on campus responding to false
alarms, Astarb questions, who's
going to be there to aid an elderly
heart-atta* victim a few blocks from
the station/
"It's not fair to the people who
work here. It's not fair to the citizens.
It's not fair to the students," Astarb
says.
Fair or not, there's a method to the
madness.
"Generally the people who pull
the alarms are from other buildings,"

Astarb says. Whether it's a prankster
playing a practical joke on a friend's
dorm or axlisgruntled party-goer who
wants to Stop the action at a Greek
function, malicious false alarms are
usually pulled near exits to allow for
a quick, unseen getaway.
Those caught are judicially
charged and receive an all-expense
paid 20-hour luxury volunteer
excursion at the fire station,
according to Astarb. The roster of
activities includes washing windows
and walls and general cleaning of the
station.
And while they rarely see repeat
offenders doing time at the station,
that is little consolation to the
firefighters themselves, who
regularly put their safety in danger
with every alarm that sounds.
"All these guys here have kids and
families," Astarb says, motioning to
the members of A Shift gathered
around the Cowboys/Vikings
showdown Monday night
"It would be bad enough if we had
to go and tell a wife and kids their
dad is no longer with us, but it would
be even worse to tell them it was
because of a false alarm."
Anytime the 16-ton fire truck rolls
from the garage, turns on its
screaming sirens and lights and
responds to the accelerator, there's a
level of danger involved, the captain
says soberly.
"We don't get paid by the call.
The fire department gets no financial
restitution from JMU whatsoever,"
Astarb says, adding that one-third of
the station's calls are JMU-related.
Talk had been circulating around
Fire Station 1 that a fine be imposed
upon repeat false alarm offenders, a
program already found in other
stations across the country. The team
would respond free for the first one
or two times a false alarm sounds,
$500 per response after that.
But the firefighters doubt it would
curb the problem because students
probably wouldn't pay it
Astarb wants to smother the idea
that the fire department dislikes the
JMU population. "Some of the
students think we want to bash
them," Astarb says.
On the contrary, JMU volunteers
are an asset to the station. "We get

Firemen at Fire Station Number 1 take a break from a long day of
training for calls from JMU or the Harrisonburg community.

some really good students," Astarb
says emphatically. "We love to get
them. They really help us out. They
make us the best darn volunteers we
can get our hands on. We'll take
people with no experience. And we'll
get them going."
Senior health sciences major Scott
Eckels began volunteering for the
Harrisonburg Fire Department his
freshman year. He had two years*"

prior experience before coming to
JMU.
"You walk around on campus and
you see a lot of men and women
wearing fire department T-shirts
from home. . . . 'Hey, didn't you
know you could do the same thing
right here in Harrisonburg?'" Eckels
says. Eckels says he thinks he will
see SIRENS page 21
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Resumes: where do 9 start?
by Karen Bogan
senior writer
A r6sum6 is much more than a list of education and work
experiences. According to Nina Stensby-Hurst, assistant director
of the Office of Career Services, a resume" is an advertisement of
the applicant's competencies, accomplishments and future
capabilities as they relate to the position for which he or she is
applying.
"A resume' is a marketing tool that highlights who you are,"
she said.
The main purpose of a r6sum£ is to obtain an interview, which
will provide the opportunity to advertise strengths in person,
according to ' resume' writing packet distributed by OCS.
"It's never too soon to begin preparing a resumeV' StensbyHurst said. "Sophomore year is a good time to do it, as it may be
, ^important for summer employment and internships."
~J The packet she distributes in resume' workshops highlig'hts
three items to focus on while preparing a resumed content (type
of information chosen to be on the r6sum6), format (how this
information is arranged) and appearance (how information is
presented).
Content
Content, according to the packet, "should include relevant
experiences and information in relationship to your career goal."
"Your rfsumeV' Stensby-Hurst said, "should emphasize your
skills and abilities, your qualifications and your background."
Stensby-Hurst emphasized the importance of including all
relevant information in the re'suml.
"One of the biggest mistakes students make is not including
unpaid positions with paid positions as relevant experiences,"
she said.
Format
Information on a resume' should be organized in priority to its
relationship to career objectives, not necessarily chronologically,
according to Stensby-Hurst. Therefore, more relevant
experiences should be placed higher up on the page.
Three basic r£sum6 formats, according to the packet, are
chronological, functional and combination.
The chronological format lists career-related experiences, paid
"**and unpaid, in reverse chronological order, highlighting titles or
organizations and accomplishments. It is most helpful to those
who have several experiences related to their career objectives or
have position titles or organizations related to their career
objectives.
The functional format organizes information under careerrelated function headings highlighting major areas of
accomplishments and strengths. This format is for the person
who has several unrelated experiences that used career-specific
skills, such as communication, organizational, leadership,
analytical, creative and writing skills. A more expansive list of
function headings can be obtained through OCS.
The combination format combines the best aspects of both
chronological and functional formats and is for the person who
has one or two related career experiences and also
wants to highlight skills acquired from other
experiences which could be career
related.

Appearance
attended in reverse chronological order. This section should
include the name and location of the college, the type of degree
The appearance of r6sum£s varies from person to person, but
received and the date it was received, majors and minors, and
most people can agree on some common features. In How To
cumulative
GPA and major GPA, if they are assets, usually
Survive Without Your Parents' Money by the Princeton Review,
above 3.2, according to How to Survive.
the authors wrote, "The design of the resume is critical; it should
"You may want to throw in educational experiences that tie
have clean lines without too many different fonts, indentations or
in with the job you're applying for," How to Survive states. "If
other visually distracting features." The authors say the resume
should be perfect. "After all, this is one of the first example of your senior thesis is even marginally related, you should
describe it briefly. You should be aware, however, that among
your work that your prospective employer is going to see."
other things, the resume is a list of possible conversation topics
In Job Choices: 1996, recruiters from major companies give
for your interview, so if
their opinions about
what they look for
in a ii'Minic.
should be prepared to
Lisa
Durant.
• Be brief. One page is enough.
talk about it fervently,."
staffing manager
• Use action verbs to describe accomplishments;
• Related Coursework:
and
diversity
a list can be obtained through OCS.
List all courses taken
coordinator for
• Emphasize your successes, skills, leadership abilities and
that
indicate
Chubb Group of
qualifications.
qualifications
for a
Insurance
• De results-oriented. Give specific examples of your accomplishments.
particular job.
Companies, advised
• Be consistent in format and verb tense.
• Experience: The
job applicants print
• Check spelling and grammar.
applicant
should
r6sum£s on white or
•
Pay
attention
to
your
resume's
visual
appearance.
1
summarize
work
ivory paper with
Indicate the type of employee you will
be by how you prepare, your
5
experiences
that
best
clear black type.
resume .
advertise tile skills and
She said she didn't
abilities related to the
like mustard yellow
Source: Office of Career Services resume'-writing packet.
type of work he or she
or blue backgrounds
is seeking. They should
with clouds floating
KAREN BOGMilcontributin/t artist include job title, name
through it because
of organization, location
that made the resume' hard to read.
of company and dates worked. Be sure to include both paid and
I .on Giannini, manager of college relations for Macy's, said
unpaid experience, volunteer work or extensive involvement in
the rfsum6 should look interesting — not too crammed, nor too
student organizations or activities.
basic. It should be well-organized and visually make the
How to Survive states that the experience section should
employer want to read it. He said he looks for creativity or style
"include
all the work you're proud of — real jobs or internships,
in the layout.
paid or unpaid — even if the experience was relatively brief.
Carolyn Mottor, recruiter and career development specialist
Face it, at this point your life has been fairly brief." The authors
for TJ Max*, said she prefers bulleted information over
also suggest getting as specific as possible when enumerating
paragraph-style descriptions.
accomplishments, using numbers whenever possible.
Anthony Rizzello, manager of college relations for Merck &
"The real key to these descriptions is to find something about
Co., said the setup of a resume" is not critical as long as the
your experiences that was different from what anyone might
information is easy to find. He said people in the recruiting field
expect."
read a lot of resume's, spending about 30 seconds on each.
According to Job Choices, in order to write an effective
Common items found on. a resumed from the OCS resume'
rlsuml, it is important to communicate the value of internships
packet, include:
held, volunteer work, summer jobs and other experiences. In
• Identification: The applicant's name, mailing address,
brief, explain why your experiences were important, even if you
permanent address and respective telephone numbers should be
think you haven't done anything.
at the top of the rdsume\
In an article titled "Make Your Experience Work for You,"
• Job Objective: Arguably, a job objective sets the tone for the
Job Choices suggested keeping a journal of what you do and
resume and indicates the type of work the applicant is seeking. It
what you learn. This can be pulled out later when you're ready
should specifically detail the type of organization or area in
to write a rgsumd to review your accomplishments. Talk with
which the applicant wants to work, a special interest area held
someone about wnat you nave leamea to get more ideas.
within a particular field and short- and long-term goals. Some
The article continued to say the applicants should know what
say, however, that stating a specific objective can limit the type
they learned about people, managing, the career chosen, etc.,
of job the company might have offered. Still others say to just
how they would describe the ideal candidate
state the objective in the cover letter.
• Education: Applicants should list all colleges and universities
see RESUME page 21
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continued from page 19

probably go into fire fighting as a
career.
Astarb says, "People who enter
the fire service are committed and
don't want to leave. It's not a highturnover job."
Seven-year veteran firefighter
Mike Landis agrees. "You either like
it or you don't. There's no, 'Well, it's
OK.'"
They love the job. Many have
wanted to be 'firefighters since their
days of playing with metal toy fire
engines. And they still seem to be
kids at heart.
"Sam Carr threw up. Sam Carr
threw up," Bradley "BJ" Clark sings
as he and Carr return from a call. His
childish chant captures the room's
attention.
"What was it?" Astarb inquires
about the call.
"[A] body recovery," Clark says
nonchalantly as Carr steps into the
bathroom to wash his hands. The
room grows quiet. They tell of a
stinking corpse that alerted neighbors
of a man's death.
The two announce their departure
to the dormitory for some shut-eye.
Before he leaves, however, Carr
turns back with a broad grin on his
face and a twinkle in his eye.
"I apologize for the lie," he
admits. "It was BJ's idea."
No body recovery. Just a man
who wouldn't answer his door.
"Don't be kissing each other good
night or anything." The captain's
mischievous words of warning float
up the stairwell after Carr and Clark.
Chuckles echo off cement walls.
No one really expects to get good
sleep when they ascend the stairwell
to the dormitory. They never know

Resume.
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continued from page 20
what the night may bring.
resumt is filled with other types of
"You're always on edge" at the for the position they held, what they
work, learning to present the skills
station, Astarb says. "I'd rather sleep know now that they wished they had you've acquired will get you a step
in my own bed, thank you.
known before, and what aspect of closer to the job you want. Learn to
"It seems the students don't get their job they performed best.
make your experience work for you."
going until 10 p.m.," Astarb says.
Learning to communicate how • Activities: Highlight college and
Between midnight and 4 a.m. is their skills can benefit potential employers professional organizations or clubs
busiest time of the 24-hour shift.
is important, according to Rick
you participated in. Include the name
What little sleep a firefighter may Kincaid, career services, State of the organization, the offices held
catch is rarely restful. Astarb says the University of New York-Brockport, and the dates, with a brief description
men often leave at 8 a.m to retire to also quoted in Job Choices. "For of the activity, if desired.
their beds at home and recover.
instance," the article said, "let's say
According to How to Survive,
They'll have two days off before that you worked summers in a "The true object of the activities
it all starts again. By 7:30 a.m., some warehouse and are interested in a section is to show that you're are a
members of B shift are already business career. Saying 'loaded
well-rounded normal human being.
arriving.
trucks with furniture' doesn't tell No employer wants to hire an
"B shift stands for best shift," says your potential employer that you're automaton who is only good at one
Lt. Rick Manning, head of B shift.
detail-oriented and accurate. You can thing. Outside activities illustrate
And what does A shift stand for?
communicate those qualities, ability to work with other people and
"I'd rather not say."
however, by noting that you
(in the case of sports and other
Each four-man shift works as a reviewed furniture orders, loaded in
pressure-driven activities) the ability
family, and each shift thinks they're proper order for the correct delivery to work as a member of a team
the best, he says. And so starts the truck, and were responsible for the during moments of crisis.
usual morning banter at the changing accurate delivery of $70,000 worth of • Honors: Detail any honors received
of the guard.
merchandise. "and the dates they were received,
Most use their off days to
According to Job Choices, including academic awards,
supplement the modest fire-fighting "Experts say that career-related scholarships and memberships in
income with part-time jobs as experience is the best experience honorary societies. If less than three,
electricians, car cleaners, salesmen when you're job seeking. But if your list under education.
and carpenters.
Landis says. "If we were in it
biggest resume blunders
[fire-fighting] for the money, we
wouldn't be here." Firefighters in
Although many exist, Nina Stensby-Hurst, assistant director of the
Harrisonburg start at $19,500 a year
Office
of Career Services, named the following as the most
and move up the pay scale at snail's
common and worst resume" errors.
pace.
It's not money, but a matter of
• Forgetting to put the name of your degree in the education
preserving life that fuels them. After
section; it is as important as your major.
reviving a local businessman who
• Having too much white space on the bottom of your resume'.
suffered cardiac arrest, Astarb and
• Highlighting the wrong type of information, the less-important
Landis were awarded for their act
information.
"It was not the award that made us
happy — it's seeing him. And the
• Not including unpaid and volunteer work with paid relevant
look in [his wife's] eyes and to see
experiences.
him out on the street" is the living
• Not checking spelling and grammar.
reward, Astarb says.
KAREN BOGAN/contributing artist

• Interests: This section is optional ^ |
and lists special interests or hobbies.
• References: According to How to
Survive, these are not necessary
because employers will assume your
references will be available on
demand. Permission should be
sought before listing someone as a
reference on your risumi. Include
professors and employers who know
you and your work and will give you
a positive recommendation. Some list
the actual names, addresses and
phone numbers of their references on
a separate reference page.
• Skills: Provide information about
special skills relevant to your job
objective, such as computer skills,
fluency in a foreign language, etc.
• Other categories: Be creative and
don't feel limited by what other
people do. If you have something
special that doesn't fall under any
category, create one for it.
How to Survive states, "Resumes,
as anyone who has had to look at two
hundred in one day will tell you, can
be deadly dull. Anything off the
beaten track, so long as it is not
completely frivolous, will make your
r6sum6 stand out."
"Eveiwbody has a different
opinion about what a resume" should
look like," Stensby-Hurst said.
"There are better resumes and worse
resumes, not right or wrong ones."
Students can walk in OCS
Monday through Thursday or by
appointment for resume tips and
advice. Students are also encouraged
to attend OCS workshops on resume'
writing and interviews; dates and
times can be obtained through The
Breeze Weekly Events or by calling
OCS at X6555. Packets of tips and
information as well as copies of Job
Choices can be obtained through
OCS.

BUSINESS RELATED MAJORS
YOUR IDEAS. YOUR
AMBITION. YOUR
ENERGY.
OUR TRAINING . . .
YOUR FUTURE.
Circuit City, the nation's largest brand-name consumer electronics and appliance retailer, has excellent opportunities available in our Financial Trainee Program at our Corporate Headquarters in
Richmond, VA. We have enjoyed significant financial success over the years and we strongly
believe our people are the very essence of our business.

If you're really concerned
about your health, give your safety
belt a workout. It's the best
exercise we know-to keep you
and your medical costs from going through the roof.

What does this mean for you? Responsibility, personal growth and success, and your input and
advice at all levels. The Financial Trainee Program immediately entrusts you with substantial financial
and supervisory responsibilities. It is structured so that you work and gain exposure to a wide variety
of financial disciplines — from Cash Management and Budgeting to Accounting and Corporate
Finance. You'll team the dynamics of our Corporate environment, develop your business and financial
skills, and gain invaluable experience from the best in the business.
If you're an ambitious, creative team player completing a four-year, business-related college degree,
check us out when we're on campus. It will be the best career move you can make.

CARFFR FAIR
THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER21
ii- ilu Career IMuccmcnl
uiflcc tor more Information

YOU COULD LEARN A LOT FROM A DUMMY.'
BUCKLE YOUR SAFETY MLT.

A limited number of positions are also available at our Marietta, GA location.
Circuit City is an Equal Opportunity Employer and promotes a drug-free workplace.

CIRCUITCITY
Where Sen ice is Stjte ot the Art ■
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Trissles Mennonite Church Welcomes You!
We would be delighted to have you join us on Sunday
mornings as we lift our praises, pray together as a family
of God, hear God's word, and share of God's great love as
we serve our Lord Jesus Christ.
Sunday School 9:30 ayir{£la^s for University
Students and also an fntergeneratiorial Class).
Worship 10:3Q a.m.'Ministry Opportunities.

"U >U

DIRECTIONS: Take 42 North (to Broadway), approx. 8 miles
out of Harrisonburg - turn left (west) on 809 and go approx. 2
miles. Turn right on Hisers Lane (also Rt. 752), and go 1 mile.
Church is on the right side. 15-20 minutes from the University.
For more information call 896-7289 or 896-4226
r—-

(703) 433-1177
91 N. Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA

^

Lunch: Monday - Saturday
11:00 a.m. -2:30 p.m.
Dinner: Monday - Saturday
5:00p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Specializing in Nonvegetarian/Vegetarian Indian
Cuisine
■**

September 21
ll:30am-2pm
Godwin Hall
(gym level) /
* Nutrition Information
* Body Composition
* Fit Test Challenge
* Head, Neck & Shoulder.
Massage
* Grip Strength
* Wellness Toss
* Stress Management
♦Blood Pressure Check
* Lung Function Analysis
For more info., contact Godwin Wellness Center X3321

CHEESE!
Actually, "cheese" is only a
suggestion. You can say anything you
want, I mean who came up with
"cheese," anyway? It isn't like you're
looking at a man behind a camera
and suddenly get a bizarre hunger
craving, you know? It is simply a ploy
to get you to smile, and if "cheese" is
your thing, by all means, say "cheese"
til your jaws ache! But, say
SOMETHING when you have your
undergraduate portrait taken!

WHEN: SEPTEMBER 18-29
(Only 2 weeks left!)

WHERE: TAYLOR HALL
ROOMS 304, 307
TIME: 10a.m.-6p,m.
(A $5 sitting fee will be charged,
but c'mon, when the yearbook
arrives in April, it won't cost you
any monterey, Jack!)

/
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JMU athletes head to Olympic Trials

"5 **

Three track-and-field athletes qualify for the Olympic Trials in Atlanta in June 1996
by Rachel Woodal

-T-T-

staff writer
Instcad of hearing the "Madison Fight
Song," three JMU athletes may be hearing the
Olympic anthem in Atlanta in the summer of
19%.
They have qualified for the Olympic trials in
three different events: Juli Speights-Henner in
the 1,500-meter run. Erica Peterzak in the 400meter hurdles and Tiombe' Hurd in the triple
jump.
To qualify for the trials, athletes must reach
a certain time or distance between May 1995
and June 1996.
There are three sets of standards: the "A"
standard being the fastest times in the bracket,
and the "B" and "C" standards following
accordingly.
The difference between each bracket is that
an A standard runner will have a full-expenses
paid trip to the trials, whereas a B standard
runner will simply get a space on the track.
A C standard runner will be an alternate if
enough runners cannot be found in the other
brackets.
Speights-Henner, who is sponsored by
Reebok, has a fast enough time to qualify for
the A standard, with a time of 4:06 and a ninesecond cushion in her bracket.
Peterzak ran a 58.57 and qualified for the B
standard, and Hurd jumped 44-4 1/4 to qualify
for the trials. Her Olympic qualifying jump
eclipsed her JMU school-record jump of 42-9,
which placed her fifth at the NCAA Indoor
Championships last year.
Peterzak has been running track since high
school, when, she was cut from the softball
team. She ran at the University of Virginia and
took a year off after graduation.
She then came to JMU in 1994 for graduate
work and to get her teacher's certificate,
Peterzak only started competing in the 400m
hurdles when she came into JMU just one year
ago.
When she came here, she wanted to get
involved with the track program and this past
year began to train for the trials.
"I think I like shocking people who never
expected me to get this far," Peterzak said.
Peterzak said she has won every race she has
competed in since coming to JMU, and just

ADAM JOHNSON/contribuling photographer

Juli Speights-Henner (left) and Erica Peterzak prepare for the United States Olympic Trials in June of 1996. Henner qualified in
the 1,500m run while Peterzak qualified In the 400m hurdles, an event new to her.
needed the time to qualify for the trials.
set on high goals. Speights-Henner's goal is to ninth among all American women in the triple.
"I always won,.but the hardest thing was
make the Olympic team.
jump last year.
,
finding someone to push me to run to get
Running since she was in third grade, she,
Hurd, who was a member of the Amercian
faster," she said.
•
said she loves achieving goals she has set for team at the World University Games in 1995,
The individual that pushed Peterzak to
herself.
was also the CtMonial Athletic Association
success was competitor Sharon Alan from
"I like looking back and seeing how far I've Champion in the triple jump in her final season
George Mason University, which was where come, when I never thought I would," she said.
of collegiate competition.
Peterzak finally reached the necessary
Now working on her master's degree, this
Although the runners have high goals, there
qualifying time.
will be Speights-Henner's eighth year at JMU. still is much more they want to accomplish.
This year she hopes to make the second half She said she has
Peterzak said she
of her race stronger. By doing so, her goal is to
learned a lot in that
would like to see
make it to the finals of the Olympic trials.
time.
how much more
Peterzak, who runs for the New York
"I have learned
she could develop
Athletic Club, is not the only one with her eyes
the importance of
as a runner before
setting goals and
the Olympic trials,
have established
which will be held
my work ethic," she
in Atlanta.
said. "I also learned
"By that time,
the importance of
hopefully I'll be
just being patient
close to the top,"
and persistent and
she said.
letting the work pay
Speights-Henner,
off."
in the meantime,
Speights-Henner
said she will
said she has never
continue to train
had a problem with
hard for the
qualifying times for
Olympics. If sh#"
the Olympic trials,
does not make it to
but that the pressure
the
Olympic
on her now is more
Games this year,
intense than ever.
she said she plans
"I need to work
to run for the
on my strength and
summer
and
race tactics for the
perhaps start atrials," she said.
family.
Hurd competed
Both of these
in the triple jump
runners, Peterzak
while attending
and
SpeightsJMU, and now
Henner, have a lot
attends graduate
to share with other
school at George
runners.
Mason University, where she trains DREW BANSEMEKAwr. graphics editor "You have to
under GMU head track- and - field coach Norm
have your goals within, and not let others set
Gordon.
goals for you," Peterzak said. "If you do, you
Hurd, who graduated from JMU in
won't work for it; you just have to be selfDecember 1994, earned her fourth All-America driven."
■
PHOTO COURTESY OF JMU PHOTOGRAPHY
honors at the NCAA Indoor Championships in
Speights-Henner said, 'To get to the trials
March 1995.
you have to do all the little things and make
JMU graduate Tiombe Hurd qualified for the Olympic Trials in the triple jump. Hurd
USA Track & Field magazine ranked fiei • • sacrifices for your goal.'
was a four-time All-America in track while attending JMU.
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Dukes improve record to 8-0 and are off to their best start in team higtory
by John Taylor
staff writer

St. Francis University showed up
at Reservoir Street Field, and after a
brief spark, it was gone in a Red
Flash.
JMU drastically outplayed St.
Francis on Wednesday en route to
blowing out the Red Flash, 7-1.
The Dukes took control from the
outset, controlling the ball
effortlessly at midfield. While they
failed rtftcore during this brief
period, they had a few runs on the
jwal that were near misses.
▼Surprisingly, St. Francis was the
first team to end the scoreless tie.
Eleven minutes into the contest,
freshman forward Jared Diehl scored
from inside a pack of players 23
yards out from the goal. The ball
rifled past junior keeper Barry
Purcell for the first goal of the game.
"We controlled it to that point,"
senior midfielder Nate Fairchild said,
"but we had a lapse in our defense."
The goal was somewhat shocking
to the Dukes, who had only been
scored on three times this season.
"Sometimes, that kind of a thing
can wake you up," Coach Tom
Martin said, "and sometimes that
type of thing can put you in a hole."
From that point on, the game was
all Dukes. Five minutes later,
Fairchild sent a cross from the right
corner in front of the goal, which was
headed with authority into the goal

by JMU's prolific goal-scoring
forward, senior Patrick McSorley.
The Dukes remained in control
after that goal, showing pinpointprecision in their passing.
"Everything was moving really
smoothly," said junior forward Geoff
Honeysett. "We pretty much opened
the field, let our fullbacks come up,
and we had plenty of room up top."
JMU was not done scoring.
Thirteen minutes after getting on the
board, the Dukes scored on a play
almost identical to the one that set up
their first goal. Junior midfielder Sipi
Savolainen sent a hard cross from the
right corner, and it was headed into
the goal by a diving Honeysett.
"Those are great goals," Martin
said about the consecutive headers.
"Maybe that's what they needed to
wake up."
The Dukes continued making runs
on the goal for the rest of the first
session, with one more goal scored.
Freshman midfielder Kevin Knight
brought the ball down by himself on
the left side of the field and fired a
30-foot shot into the goal with five
minutes remaining in the first half.
The second half saw more of the
same for the Dukes: control from the
outset, great passes and lots of goals.
As for the Red Flash, their play got
worse.
Six minutes into the second half,
Savolainen went down hard on a
collision with a St. Francis player.
On the ensuing direct kick, the ball

KYLE VUSSIstaff photographer
the
Dukes'
third goal of the game.
Freshman Kevin Knight blasts a shot past the St. Francis goalie for
"It's good for me because freshman forward Mike Brizendine,
was fed outside to senior defender
everyone
is doubling [McSorley] and assisted by freshman defender
Seth Coker, who passed it inside to
sophomore forward Jake Edwards for leaving me one-on-one," Honeysett Umesh Vemuri.
"We got to rest everybody
said. "He definitely is kind of a
a goal from five feet out.
significantly
that was a starter, and
decoy
for
me."
The game got out of control for
McSorley scored another goal some kids stepped up," Martin said.
the Red Flash at this point, as their
later on, getting a nice feed from "\VJ^t else I think you can get from
play got listless and the Dukes kept
scoring. St. Francis did not even get Knight in front of the goal. That goal thisisTids get an opportunity to play,
the ball onto the Dukes' side of the moved him into a tie with Ricky and some step up and welcome the
field until nine minutes had elapsed Engelfried for second place on the opportunity, and some don't. Some
JMU career-goal leaders with 38. He stepped up today."
in the second half.
The Dukes' next challenge is
Ten minutes into the half, is four goals away from setting the
against
Rider College, Sept. 23 at 2
record.
Honeysett created his own shot and
The final goal of the game was by p.m., at Reservoir Street Field.
scored his second goal of the game.
—I

feeze Athletes of the Week
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Shelley Vignovich

Diana Gillarn

Volleyball
Sophomore/Pittsburgh, Pa.

Women's cross country
Senior/Charlotte Hall, Md.

Vignovich was named to the JMU
Invitational All-Tournament team, Sept.
15-16. A 5-foot-10 outside hitter,
Vignovich had 37 kills and had a hitting
percentage of .365 through the tournament
She also leads the Dukes in kills with 112
on the season.

Gillarn's running in the Virginia
Invitational, held Sept.
16 in
Charlottesville, helped the Dukes to a
second-place Finish in the 10-team field.
Nationally-ranked Virginia won the meet,
but JMU finished second and ahead of
defending CAA cross country champion
William & Mary, which finished third.

Carole Thate
Field hockey
Senior/Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Thate helped lead the second-ranked
Dukes to three road wins last week and had
•«» *Tive goals and an assist in the three games.
Thate already holds JMU career goals (79)
and points (183) records.

Samantha Andersch
Women's soccer
Junior/Columbia, Md.
Andersch scored twice for the Dukes in
the first eight minutes of overtime in its
win over Kentucky, 3-2 in the
JMU/Sheraton Inn Tournament Sept 15.

Heather Betts
Women's golf
Senior/West Point, Va.

*

Betts. finished third in the Methodist
Invitational Tournament, held Sept 16-17
in FayetteviUe, N.C., leading the Dukes to
the team title. She shot a 75-76 — 151,
with her first-round 75 being the lowest by
a JMU golfer.

Tom Jeffrey
Men's cross country
Senior/Honolulu, Hawaii
Jeffrey returned to the cross country
course for the first time in two years and,
placed sixth in leading the Dukes to a
third-place showing in the Virginia
Invitational Sept. 16. Jeffrey covered the
8,000m course in 24:48. The three-time
AH-CAA runner sat out the 1994 cross
country season.

Steve Ligi
Men's golf
Freshman/Watertown, Conn.
Ligi helped the Dukes tie for fifth place
in the 15-team Georgetown Hoy a
Invitational Sept. 15-16 in Leesburg Va.
Ligi, who earned a spot on the roster as a
walk-on, carded a 76-75 — 151 to tie for
19th among the 75 golfers entered. It was
the second time in as many outings that
Ligi provided JMU's second-best score.
The Dukes shot a team score of 303-302
— 605 to tie with Seton Hall and
Georgetown University.

Women's golf prevails at tourney
by Steve TVout
contributing writer
The JMU women's golf team returned from
the Lady Monarch Invitational in FayetteviUe,
N.C. this past weekend with a first-place
trophy.
Three JMU golfers finished in the top five to
lead the Dukes to victory over host Methodist
College.
The Dukes finished with a 309-313—622,
seven strokes ahead of the Monarchs and 17
strokes ahead of third-place finisher University
of North Carolina-Greensboro.
"We had a huge victory," head coach Susan
LaMotte said. "For us to go in and beat the
defending Division III champion [Methodist] is
a real confidence builder."
Senior Niki Crist, whose combined score of
154 placed her fifth overall, agreed with her
coach.
"It was a great win for us. It gave us all a
good attitude for the rest of the season," Crist
said.
The Dukes' first-round total of 309 was the
JMU's best showing in the past six years. It was
also the lowest total posted under LaMotte's
reign.
JMU was one stroke behind UNCGreensboro after the first round of play, and
LaMotte said she knew the pressure was
inevitable.
"We shot great first rounds and stayed really
focused," LaMotte said. "We handled it [the
pressure] really well."
Senior Heather Betts said, "We played great
on Friday, and we were not nervous."
Crist said, "It was our third tournament of
the year, so everyone knew not to give up."
Perhaps the best individual performance was
turned in by Betts. Betts finished wUh scores of
75 and 76 for a combined 151 —- the lowest
total posted by a Duke and third-lowest overall.
"I was pretty confident with my game. I
knew I was hitting really well, and I was

expecting good things," Betts said.
After shooting 75 the first day, Betts was
placed in one of the top threesomes of the
tournament. She said she did not feel any added
pressure.
"I was just concentrating on my game and
putting two good rounds together," Betts said.
"I was just out there to have fun."
LaMotte said, "Betts has rededicated herself
[since last year] and played with a lot of
confidence."
This victory comes off a mediocre showing
at the Tina Barrett/Longwood Invitational on
Sept. 8 and 9. Although finishing second
overall, the team was not happy with its
performance.
"We had a poor tournament [at Longwood];
we shot some bad rounds," LaMotte said.
Crist said, "We were upset from last week
and we came here [FayetteviUe] wanting to
play. We were fired up."
The squad sat through several intense
meetings this past week which, according to
Betts, motivated the team to perform well in
FayetteviUe.
"She [LaMotte] knew we could do it, and I
think the meetings really helped," Betts said.
LaMotte said she was pleasantly surprised
with this weekend's outcome.
"In golf, you never know what can happen,"
LaMotte said. "Following Longwood, we
withheld the pressure and put together an
extremely strong showing. It was a great morale
booster."
The team will be back in action Sept. 29 and
30 when JMU travels to Chapel Hill, N.C. to
compete in the Tar Heel Invitational.

BASEBALL TR
Baseball tryouts will beheld Sept
!6 from 2:30 p.m. to 4:30
;
ield/Mauck St;
top by thebaseba!
fall.
§■
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GUEST
PREDICTOR

Picks of the week

Last week
Season total
Winning percentage..

Pete Haggarty
asst. sports editor
7-4
25-08-0
.758

Notre Dame
Colorado
Virginia
Oregon
Arizona

Alison Boyce
editor
6-5
22-11-0
.667

Dame
Colorado
Clemson
Oregon
Arizona

Jerry Nledzlalck
staff writer
5-6
21-12-0
.636

Matt Provence
sports editor
3-8
17-160
.515

Notre Dame

Notre Dame

Texas A&M

Texas A&M

Joshjefferds
co-founder of
Kareem's Korner
25-08-0 (total)

Colorado
Virginia
Stanford

Clemson
Oregon
USC ,

Virginia
Oregon
Arizona

Chicago
San Diego
Cleveland
Pittsburgh
Tampa Bay

St. Louis
San Diego

Cleveland
Minnesota
Tampa Bay
Once again, 'Pete the Ringer' showed the panel that he is a legit
prognosticator. With another first-place finish, Pete continued to build on his
big lead. However, just look at the picture — think he's getting too cocky?!?!
Alison hammered out another solid week, going 6-5 and claiming third
place as her own. The editor gained a game on everybody with a last-minute
switch to Maryland — but didn't stoop as low as Pete with his McNeese pick.
Ken "The Clown" Pedersen, last week's guest predictor, tied with Pete for
first at 7-4. Although not nearly as impressive as Adam Foldenauer, Ken did

his best to keep the combined guest-predictors with a share of the lead.
Jerry and Matt struggled for the second straight week. But whereas the
staff writer is still in striking distance, his boss was hiding his head in shame
all week long. From underneath the guise, Matt was heard grumbling that he
was in first with his Sports Talk predictions — but who listens to those?
Hopefully, for his sake, Josh Jefferds will fare better at evaluating football
games than judging basketball talent. He was an original member of Kareem's
Korner, but that bandwagon broke down and never made it back to JMU.

JMU Foomu.

FOOTBALL

Rushing

G

Kelvin Jeter
Rhadshaun Miles
Eric Amorese
Mike Cawley
D'Artagnan Townes

Passing

Standings.
Dukes

.VHlMffW

Game: JMU at Villanova, Sept 23,1 p.m.
Dukes notes: Senior defensive end Julius
Williams, sidelined since the preseason with a
dislocated shoulder, will sit out the rest of the
season, taking a red-shirt year. Williams was a
third-team All-Yankee selection last season.
Junior strong safety Tony Jordan will be back
on the field this week. Jordan, who has been
impressive on special teams this season, sat out
last week with an injured shoulder.
Coach Alex Wood said he is going to get senior
tailback Rhadshaun Miles in the backfield either
in a one- or two-back situation. Miles, who backs
up junior Kelvin Jeter, had three carries for 27
yards last week and already has more rushing
yards this year than he had last season.
JMU is No. 8 in the Division I-AA poll, moving
down two notches from last week.
Scouting Report: The Wildcats are wounded
They expected to return their big three from last
season's offense; only senior quarterback Tom
Marchese has played. Junior tailback Anthony
Cowsette saw limited action for the first time last
week. All-Yankee Conference linebacker Tyrone
Fra/ier went down Saturday with a knee injury
and is most likely out for the season.
Wood says: "I think if you can take something
from a loss, 1 think you take the attitude and try
and mold it and say, 'Hey, we should learn a
lesr-v from this loss, so let's not let it set us back
any further by not going out and playing well
against Villanova.'"
^________

Mid-Atlantic Division
YC_
Richmond
1-0
Delaware
1-0
James Madison
1-0
William & Mary
1-1
Northeastern
l-l
Villanova
0-1

Ovpn.ll
3-0-0
2-0-0
2-1-0
1-2-0
1-1-0
tf-2-0

PF
89
77
124
65
44
23

PA
48
28
54
64
35
49

New England Division
VC
2-0
Rhode Island
Boston University 1-0
1-0
Connecticut
Massachusetts
0-1
0-2
Maine
0-2
New Hampshire

Overall
3-0-0
2-0-0
2-0-0
1-1-0
1-2-0
0-2-0

PF
44
61
77
58
75
28

34
37
30
21
72
33

JMU at Villanova
Delaware at Boston University
William & Mary at New Hampshire
Buffalo at Connecticut
Massachusetts at Northeastern
Rhode Island at Brown
fast week's results
McNeese State 30. JMU 24
Delaware 28, Villanova 7
Richmond 17. The Citadel 13
Rhode Island 10, New Hampshire 7
Connecticut 54, Central Connecticut 9
William SL Mary 32. Northeastern 0
Boston University 40. Maine 21
Massachusetts 32. Holy Cross 0

G

ATT

YDS

YDS/ATT

LG

ID

50
22
4
24
9

258
106
50
50
38

5.2
4.8
12.5
2.1
4.2

29
19
33
20
12

7
0
1
1
1

.536
1.000

YPS/Q
86.0
35.3
16.7
16.7
12.7

TD INT EFF. RATING

COM/ATT PCT YDS
44/82
4/4

Mike Cawley
Willie Gonzalez

STATISTICS

3
0

590
61

114.8
310.6

R^elvlng

G_

REC

YDS

YDS/REC

L£

ID.

Jay Jones
Juan Dorsey
Gerald Smith
Ed Perry
Macey Brooks
Mike Woolever
Kelvin Jeter
Matt Brown
Rhadshaun Miles

3
3
3
1
3
3
3
I
3

9
8

108

12.0
21.5
13.1
12.4
18.4
12.8
9.0
7.0
5.0

28
49
21
23
42
18
17
8
5

1
0
0
0
2
0
0

B

7
5
4
3
2

172

105
87
92
51
27
14
5

QB

UNASST
TACK

Defense
Alonzo Bowler
DeVenchi Arnold
Lamont Gooding
Mike Howard
Quincy Waller
Kelly Wiltshire
John Stein
David Lee
Steve Logan
David Quattlebaum
David Forbes
Renell Jones
Doug Bigelow
B.J. Mahoney
Shaun Marshall
Jonathan Dean
Paul Harris
Derrick Ball
Tony Jordan
Delmar Christian

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
2
3

15
8
12
10
12
11
II
9
8
24
4
2
2
3
1
5
2
2
1

0
0

ASST

16
12
7
9
7
6
5
5
6
9
6
6
5
5
3
4
0
2
2
1

TOT
31
20

19
19
19
17
16
14

14
11
10
10
7
7
6
5
5
4
4
2

SACKS

0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

1
0
0

INT/YD

1/12
0
0
0
2/65
0

i/o

2/22
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Verisimilitude \ Brent Coulson

f~l o rro rsco pe
For entertainment only.
Aries (March 21-April 19) Your strong will will be put to the
test soon. Many assignments are coming your way. Guts
and perseverance are your only way through.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) Your sociable personality will
make you the life of the party. Make sure cold beers don't
get you in trouble with a loved one.

Taurus (April 20-May 20) One of your friends is really going
to tick you off soon. Forget your bull-headed nature and get
over it.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) Your gusto will do you ill in
romance. Remember: slow and steady wins the race.
Especially when their ex carries a torch and a can of mace.

Gemini (May 21-June 20^ You have two papers coming
your way! So pack up ^sleeping bag and pillow and head
over to the stacks, since you'll be camping out there.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) Sorry to break it to you, but
the stars show that you are an accident waiting to happen.
Be extra careful when crossing the street 1n front of
Anthony-Seeger.

Cancer (June 21-July 22) Your current scope has a thing
for leather and bullwhips. Like all things in life, the
decision is up to you.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) You are being pretty dominating this
week. Lay off others and let them make their own
decisions. It takes a lot of courage to admit when you are
wrong.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) The stars did say you would be a
virgin for the next few weeks. Well, nothing has changed;
just hang in there. There is something really big coming
your way.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Avoid the Aries in your class;
their workload suddenly becomes your workload. Your
patience and discipline give you an edge, but kiss your
social life good-bye.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) Just becasue your sign is a
fish doesn't mean you have to drink like one; your possible drunkeness can cause a few problems.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) You made a big mistake with a
Taurus native. Make amends or lose sleep. If you're lucky,
you'll lose sleep anyway.

Here On Planet Earth\Scott Trobaugb
m
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FOR RENT
For rwrt - Squirt Hill, $177/mo.
Available December 17.1995. 4345169 _^^____^__
Room (or rent - 6 mln. walking
distance from campus. Questions,
call Irena or Sally. 433-3896.
Parent'* weekend - Maswnutttn
timeshare resort condo. Oct. 6-13.
2 BR, 2 bath, fully stocked, sleeps
4-6. $750/obo. Call Steve,
(540)5740411.

FOR SALE
Home brewing kite - Literature,
malts, hops, grains, yeasts. 4326799
'95 Kawasaki ZX-6 - Red, low
mileage, beautiful bike. Contact
Dave, 432-1929.
TM* End Up furniture - Sofa, kelfy
green tweed, $280: 2 coffee tables,
$85; wall unit with drawers, $190;
3 chairs, nubby cream fabric, $75
each; lamp, mauve, $69; 2 end
tables, $75 each; sturdy computer
table. $70: headboard. $105. Call
Carolyn, 574-2156.
1990 Geo Metro - Good condition.
50.000 ml. Reduced, $2,975. 8335410
1992 Cdnnondale - Good
condition, needs new rear deraller,
$350/0bo. 4344393
1977 Kawasaki KZ400 - Great
commuter bike. New red paint &
new battery. $650. 432-9872,
leave message.
Sell It In The Breeze classifiedsl

HELP WANTED
Earn $2,500 * fro* Spring Break
to PS! Sell 8 trips* go fr"el Best
trips & prices! Bahamas. Cancun
Jamaica, Florida! Spring Break
Travel! (800)6786386
$1,750 weekly possible - Mailing
our circulars. For info call (202)393
Alaska employment - Fishing
industry. Earn up to $3,000$6,000+/mo. Room & board!
Transportation! Male/Female. No
experience necessary! (206)5454155 XA53251
Cruise ships now hiring - Earn up
to $2.000+/mo. working on cruise
ships or land-tour companies. World
travel. Seasonal & full-time
employment
available.
No
experience necessary. For more info
call (206)6340468 XC53251.
Waitresses needed at Jess' LunchShort order cooks needed at Jess'
Lunch. Both apply In person only at
22 S. Main St.
The Depot Grill - is looking for a
few good cooks. Above average
wages, flexible hours, part-time or
full-time. Apply 4-6p.m. daily at
Staunton Station, 42 Middlebrook
Ave.
Attention - Excellent Income for
home assembly work. Info,
(540)646-1700, Dept. VA-4806.
Child Car* after school - 13 & 10
year ok). 3:30-5:30 p.m.. M-F. Must
have car, male or female. 4332271, after 5:30 p.m.
$331.00 - Sea 72 funny college Tshlrts, profit $331.00. Risk-free.
Choose from 27 designs, or design
own. Free catalog, (800)7004822.

Wendy's on 5. Main - Is now hlrir*
for all positions. If you are looking
for part-time work with flexible
hours, we have a position for you.
Apply In person.
Marketing Intern needed - Call
Gregg,
432-1717.
Flexible
schedule. Good pay.
Earn $500 or more weekly Stuffing envelopes at home. Send
long SASE to: Country Living
Shoppers, Dept. M18. P.O. Box
1779, Denham Sprlr«s, LA 70727.
Help wanted - Four Star Pizza
hiring for part-time drivers. Very
flexible hours. Apply in person, 425
North Main St.
Mr. Oattl's needs delivery driven Earning potential up to $10/hr.
Flexible hours, need your own car.
Interested? Contact Ben at 4330606.
Representative* needed Tremendous financial opportunity
for businessminded studentsl 4321514
Manager* wanted - Men's
basketball team seeks 3 hardworking, enthusiastic students to
assist the head manager. Call
x3838 today!
Tutors needed - Tutors needed In
all areas. Please stop by the
Counseling & Student Development
Center, Alumnae Hall, Room 208
for an application. .

SERVICES
National DJ Connection - Melrose
parties, formals. 10,000+ songs,
Karaoke. 4330360
Classic Touch Invites students to
stop by Monday-Wednesday for
special rate on haircuts. 5640212

NOTICE
For more Information and
assistance regarding the
Investigation of financing business
opportunities * work-at-home
opportunities, contact the
Better Business Bureau Inc.,
at (703)342-3455.
Free financial aid! Over $6 billion in
private sector grants & scholarships
is now available. All students are
eligible regardless of grades,
Income, or parent's Income. Let us
help. Call Student. Financial
Services, (800)2636495 XF53251.

JMU BOOKSTORE
Cant find a book you've bean
looking for?
Stop by the JMU Bookstore and
use our Special Order services!
Most books win arrive In
only 1 weak!
Freshmen - Bring your car to
campus, off-campus parking next to
JMU. Limited spaces available. Call
433-2126 after 5 p.m.
Need help with your computer?
Hardware, software & tutoring! Call
Allen, 433-6573, evenings, for
estimate or appointments.
Btetze advertising Information
available la the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall weekday*
from 8 ».m.-5 p.m.
UNIVERSITY HAIRSTYLIST
JMU'S CLOSEST SALON
Beside campus, behind Kbtko'a
STUDENT CUTS $8.50
Tan $2.00

433-9533

SPRING BREAK
Spring Breakl Travel free with
SunSplash
Tours.
Highest
commissions paid, at lowest prices.
Campus representatives wanted to
sell reliable tours. Jamaica,
Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona,
Panama City and Padre. (800)4267710

WANTED
Hockey Officials! Sign-up in Warren
303. For more Info, contact
University Recreation Intramural
Office, X3940.

PERSONALS
Bring this ad to The Studio - And
get $3 off any hair service. Call
4348188 for an appointment.
Young childless couple searching
for a baby to love and adopt. Call
(800)249-1927, access code 43.

Bands at Claybome's:
Friday, Sept 22,
Thyrd Eye
Saturday, Sept. 23,
Dally Planet
Inside starting at 9:30 p.m.

Clllla available! Hire us, your
homegrown comedy Improv group,
for performances at parties,
banquets, dances, dorms, your first
date. We'll be there! If you call 4335143.
Welcome back JMU - The
Downtown Salon offers 20% off to
all students. Call 434-5263 for
appt. or walk in at 16 Newman Ave.
Considering adoption? Affectionate,
loving, married couple unable to
have children desires infant to
adopt. Legal and confidential.
Please .call Steve & Katie collect at
(703)971-3725.
Adoption - Loving, childless couple
wishes to adopt an infant. Let's
help each other. Please call Teresa
& Brian, (800)9140651.
The deadline for Session I of the
self defense class Is tomorrow!
Register at the WRC (x3407) today. ^
Class will begin on 9/27. Call us for 9
more info.
Adoption - Loving, childless couple
seeks to adopt infant or toddler.
Strictly confidential. Call collect.
Joanne & John, (703)7594532.
Adoption - Loving, childless couple
wishes to adopt infant. Happy,
secure home, full-time mother. Call
Dian & Joe, (800)579-1860;
collect, (703)830-1341.
Ill loves our new baby violet*!
You guys are awesome!

Easy fundraiser - Attention student
organizations, fraternities, sororities
4 clubs. I need patio space. Cash
paid. JMU alumnus. (703)6656958, leave message.

Graduate Student Night
Thursdays at
Claybome's

KickBoxmg A Karate - For men &
women. Circuit training, great
workout. Halterman Karate &
KickBoxing. Call 433-8824.

Organizing meeting Sept. 21
at 7 p.m.
Call Kurt for more Info,
433-2876.

Come to ...

JAMES

MADISON

UNIVERSITY

Open
House
Thursday, Sept. 21,
3:30-5 p.m. in The Breeze
office in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Join us for refreshments and meet
the people who put the student
newspaper together twice a week.

Wanted
The Breeze is hiring an Account Executive
for the 1995-'96 school year. All majors
welcome to apply. Experience in sales is
a plus. This is a paid position.
e Breeze ol
• Excellent experience
Great benefits ($,$,$)
Networking opportunities
• Resume builder
Please send cover letters and resumes
to Cheryl Floyd, Office Manager
The Breeze,
Anthony-Seeger Hall.

EOE

DEADLINE: Monday,
Sept. 25 5 p.m.
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